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l.O EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 · Introduction 

·hi 1987, the fedenil government released A Future Framework for Airports in Canada, 
·. · announcing a new policy for the management· of its airports. The new policy emphasized 

the commercial orientation of airports, and announced the government' s niterest in 
. transferring them to local parties. 

In summer 1992, the first four LocalAirport Authorities (LAAs) were established in 
Vancouver, Calgary, Edmonton and Montréal. In establishing the LAAs, the government 

. directed that these àirport •fers be reviewed after. S years; · · 

Over ti.me; ihe government policy on the commercialization of airport operations has 
progressed. Following the introduction of the 1994 National Airports Policy (NAP), the · 
Canadian Airport Authorities (CAAs) were established, bàsed on different principles than 
theLAAs. · 

· Transport Canada has been conducting a comprehensive LAA Lease Review, in 
consultation with LAA management and other key stakeholders. The LAA Lea.8e Review 

. Consultation Re.port discusses the key policy issues thathave emerged ftom this review, 
and provides a starting point for a final. round ofkey stakeholder consultatioiis which is · 

· . e~ected to begin in May 1999. · ·· · 

LAA Lease Re'1.ew Find.ings 

· The first stage of the LAA Lease Review involved twelve work components: 
. . Environmental Stewardship; Asset Maintenance; Capacity Development; Crown Rents 

.· and LAA Financial Viability; Pricing Practices; Governance; Safety; Security; SerVice 
Levels; Economie Impact;· Key Stakeholder Consultations; and a Public Survey. Two of 
these studles (Safety and Sectirity) were prepared by Transport Canada technfoal experts, 

.·and the other ten were prepared by independent consultants. Summaries of these reports 
are provided in Appendix A. · · 

Overall, it is recognized that the transfer of airports to LAA ttlatiagement has been a 
. success - all stakeholders agree that program delivery has been·enhanced through this · 
:inltiative. Some improvements, however, are required. Sorne key tindings of the work 
components include: · · · · 

• . Stakeholders recognize that the transfers were a good decision. 
· • LAAs are tinancially viable. 
• . LAAs have strong market power. 
• Service levels have improved signincantly under the LAAs. . 
• LAAs are generally providing capacity to a higher standard, faster and in a more 

timely fashion than Transport Canada would have had it continued to operate the 
airports. 
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• Airport authorities respond quickly to operational issues. . . .. . 
• . · Safety standards have remained in compliance with the applicable regulations and. 

standards. · · 
• Com.pliance with the applicable security standards is satisfactory,.and ui.some èases · 

exemplary. · . · . . . . · 
• · LAAs have h8d a positive economic impact. . 
• Asset maintenance and environment issues require more monitoring by Transport.·. 

Canada. . . ' . . . ·. 

Key Policy Issues 

The resuits of the woric components have raised anumber ofkey polfoy issues .for . 
discussion during the final oonsultation process. These issues are introduced below. 
Options for addressing these issues are discussed in Section S of this consultatiq,i paper. 

' . . . . 

Explicit and ColnprehensiveAirports Framework 

The tranSfer of airports to the LAAs was carried out in a: policy and legislative· · . . 
framework that was primarily ~ocused on transfer objectives.· While there were high level 
statements of continuilig .federal. govetnment responsibility for the safety ~d efficiericy. 
of the airport system, there ~ no comprehensive statement of federal roles, . ·. · . . · 
responsibilities and accotintabilities. Similarly, the objectives for the LAAs were 
expressed hi broad terms, leaving many issues open to the interpretation of the newly 
fonned entities~ without clear guidance from the federal government as to its ' ·• : · 
expectations. StakeholderS are looking to the federal government to clarify its ongoing 
rofos and relationship with the LAA~. 

Check$ and Balance$ in Governance Framework 

The LAA m~el was ba8ed on the prerllise that tlierewould be no. need for formai. 
regulatory/oversight processes, .if a system of checks and balances were provided 
through: · · · . · · · ·· 
• an appropriate fonn of corporate entity; 
• . an appropriate governance and accountability framework; and · · 
• · certain infonnal influences, such as capital markets. · 

It now appears: that a numbër of'these checkS à.nd balances bave not operate'd as expected. 
While the actu8I perfonnance of the LAAs does not appear to have been inaterially 
affected by deficiencies in the checks and balances, the concem is that such deficiencies 
may result in an inability to address problems should they arise. 

ii 
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Representation of User lnterests · 

One of the expected checks and balances of the LAA governance model was the 
. existence ·of meaningful consultations with stakeholders, which would ensure that the 
. views of ail affected parties would be considei'ed in the decision-making process. The 

experience fromthefust five years of LAA operations is that meaningful consultations 
with users and other siakeholders have not developed to the same degree at ail LAAs. 

. . 

The primary users of the LAA airports are the airlines and the travelling 
publfo/passengers. The airlines agree that the LAAs have been more responsive to 
industry operational needs than was the case under federal government operation ofthe 

· airports. However, they have expressed concem about a lack of influence over LAA 
decisions on capital expenditures and fee setting, and alsp about a lack of disclostire of 
information. The travelling public also presents speèial challenges from the standpoint of 
representation of interests a.S the airlinès do not represent their iilterests. 

· ... Economie Oversight 

Major airports, by nature, have a significant degree of market power. The four LAAs 
a.Ccount for 45% of Canadian air passenger traffic, and O&D traffic accounted for 
between 65% ai:td 84% ofLAA passengers in 1997. In Canada, commercial entities with 
. market power on the scale of the LAAs are typically subject to some form of regulation, 
and means of recotirse for users, in respect of investment and/or pricing practices; The 
LAAs operate Within a light form of self-regulation, without an.y formai avenue of 
recourse available to their users . 

. Airline associations (the Air Transport Association of Canada and the lntematio~al Air 
Transport Association) have advocated enhancements to the present 
self-regulatory model related·to the issues of user consultatio~ cost transparency, 
fairness in charges,. and an appeal mechanism. · · 

Rent Formula and Crown Rent 

· Canadian airports are federal assets that were developed and paid for by the general 
.. taxpayer and subsequently leased to non-governmental entities.· This has given rise to the 
issues of the reasonableness of Crown rent and the complexity of the rentai formula. 
There are different understandings of the govemment's original "no worse ofr' financial 
objective, which is central to the concept of a: retum to the Crown (thë taxpayers of 
Canada) on Canadian corilmercialized airports. 

The LAAs believe that the policy framework for the determination of rents is unclear, the 
resulting rents are too high, and the formula is too complex. In respect of the policy 
framework, they feel that the govemment has changed its financial objective from one of 
"no worse ofr' to one of "better ofr'. · 

iii 
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. Airline associations feel that reilts collected by the Crown are excessive, rentS exceed 
what can be justified on a commercial basis, and characterize rents as a "hi<Jden tax". 

~irport lmprovemelit Fees 

Airport Ilnprovement Fees (AIFs) have become a significant source of revenue for the 
LAAS; surpassing some of the major aeronautical charges. While AIFs wete .. · .. 
contemplated prior to .the ·transfer of the airports, the significance of their current role wa8 
not expected. By their nature, .AIFs presènt special issues that do not ëxist in respect of· 
the major aeronautical charges which historically have been the mainstay of a,irport . 
revenues. For instance, AIFs are collected directly from passengers, who are less able . 
than airlines to. influence charges. · · · · · · 

Travellers and community residents app~ar to support the use. of AIFs for airport . . ... 
improverilents~ ilowever, concems have been expressed by airline association8 that the .· · 
LAAs cotild lise AIF$ as a source of funding for activities other than ~pital inlprt>velllent 
projects, such as airport operating expenses and subsidiary ventures. Airlinës also 
expressed a desfre for improved transparency of the use of AIF revenues. 

Subsidiaries 

Three of th~ LAAs have established for-profit subsidiaries to engage in a vari~ty of 
commercial 8ctivities in Canada and/or abroad .. While the policy framework allows the . 
LAAs io become jnvolved in ancillary activities, it is not clear that the cuirent scope of. 
such activitiës was · anticipated in the design of the LAA model and governance: structure. · 

Airlines have expressed concems about a number of issues relatjng to subsidiaries. The . 
most significant issues are: the risk profile of subsidiaries; the potential for revenue 
diversion; repatriatioii of profits; financial disclosure and transparency of infonnàtion; ·. · 
the governance of subsidiaries; and the ·potential for unfair advantages to subsi(liaries. 
Travellers have indicated that they wish to see subsidiary profits reinvested in the LAA 
airport. · 

Transparency 
. .·. . ·. . ' . . . . 

· One of the key elements of a well functioning self-règulatoiy model is transparency of . 
information and decision-riiàkiilg. A significant number of the LAA Lease Review work 
components have identified dëficiencies in the transparency of the LAAs ....: this viewpoint . 

. was expressed repeatedly by non-LAA stakeholders. The most signifiqant transparency 
issues pertaiD. to the provision of cost data in support of user charges, data on ancillary 
activities through subsidiaries, and the financial interface between LAAs and their · 
subsidiaries. · 
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Federal lncome Tta 

With the objective ofassisting the fmancial viability ofnewly-formed LAAs, an . . . 
exemption from federal income tax was provided in the Airport Transfer (Miscellaneous . 
Matters) Act (1992). This legislation provides that an airport authority (which woul<f 
include LAAs and Canadian Airport Authorities) would be exempt from federill income · 
taxon income derived from an "airport business", provided that the corporation does not 
distribute any income or capital for the benefit of any member of the corporation and ail, 
or substantially all, of the gross revenue of the corporation was earned from an airpàrt 
business. 

LAAs were pioneers, at the time, in alternative service delivery in the. transportation 
sector. There was no precedent for commercializing a govemmentfünction into not-for
profit organizations, and it was unclear as to whether LAAs would be financially viable~ 
As a result, extra certainty in respect oftaiation (through specific legislation) was · 
deemed neces$8fY. · · · 

The financial viability of the LAAs is now firmly established, and more recent 
transportation alternative service delivery initiatives have not found explicitly-legislated 
tax exemptions to be necessary. In general, not-for-profit entities are require<i, on an 
annwû basis, to demonstrate to·Revenue Canada that they are acting as not-for~profit 
organizations. 

Ground Lease 

The ground lease defines the contractual arrangements between the LAA and Transport · 
Canada for the sixty-year lease of airport lands, buildings, machinery and equipment. It is 
primarily a commercial agreement, but also addresses a number of real property and 
governance matters. 

The ground lease is a complex document, which extends to over 300 pages. The LAAs 
have criticized the ground lease as being overly complex, thereby creating a substantial 
administrative burden. Much of this criticism relates to the rentai formula. 

Another important issue is the lack of moderate enforcement levers available to Transport 
Canada in the ground lease. The only formai enforcement levers are notices· of 
non-compliànce and/or default. · 

NextSteps 

Over the last 18 months, stakeholders have been involved in all stages of the LAA Lease 
Review Project. Transport Canada is now embarking upon the final round of formai 
consultations with key stakeholders. This process will begin in May 1999, once LAAs 
and other key stakeholders have had an opportunity to review the high-level policy issues 
in this Consultation·Report. 
2.0 OBJECTIVE 
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The objective of this paper is to provide a summary of the work completed to date on the 
LAA. Lease Review Project and to serve as a starting point for a final round of 

· consultations with key stakeholders to begin in May 1999. The paper reviews the results 
of each work component of the Project (see appendices) and identifies the key emerging 

· . policy is8Ues. The key policy issues are accompanied by a brief discussion including the 
identification and assessment of options. 

3.0 BACKGROUND 

In 1987, the federal government made public a new policy for.the management of its 
· airports. Through the release of A Future Framework for the Management of Afmorts in 
Canada. the federal government announced that the Minister of Transport was prepared 

. ·to receive·proposats for the transfer offederal airports to local interested parties1• The 
policy made it cle8.r that the Minister of Transport would continue to be· "responsible for 
ensuring a safe and efficient airport system". At this time, the Minister of Transport was 
also requestedto report back to the Government on the results of the transfer initiatives. 

· . The broad objectives of the transfer policy were to permit airports to_better serve local 
eommUnity interests, to enhance regional econoinic development potential and to allow 
the national airport system tO operate in a more cost efficient and commercial manner. 

l • • ' • 

In 1989, Transport Canada released the Supplementary Principles forthe Creation and · 
· Qperation of Lôcal Ahport Authorities. The Supplementary Principles provided a set of 
detailed principles which were to guide the transfer negotiations with the Local Airport 
Authorities (LAAs). Lengthy negotiations proceeded on the basis of these principles. 

· In 1992, the federal government established the first Canadian transportation alternative 
. service delivery model by approving the transfer of Vancouver, Calgary, Édmonton, 
Dorval and Mirabel2 airports to LAAs. Thus, the LAAs were given the authority to 
commence the first commercialized airport operations in Canada. As part of these 
transfers, the Government required the Minister of Transport to conduct a major review 
of the LAA leases after five years of operation. 

· Over time, the government policy on the comniercialization of airpon operations has 
progressed. Following the intrOduction ·of the 1994 National Ahports Policy (NAP}, the 
Canadian Airport Authorities (CAAs)3 were established, based on different principles 
than the LAAs. 

Following the NAP, the need for a LAA review was reiterated in 1997 when the 
Department amended several LAA leases, and the Government directed the Minister of 

1 The ''Future Framework'' also încluded a parallel initiative, which învolved a new approach for the 
management ofairports retained by Transport Canada that emphasized their " ... commercial orientation, 
rotential contn"bution to economic development and responsiveness to local interests and concerns." 

Dorval and Mirabel became part of a single Local Airport Authority, les Aéroports de Montréal. 
3 These changes are Iilaùily in the public accountability principles and in the lease. 
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Transport to develop a policy framework within which any future lease re-negotiations 
would be conducted. 

Transport·Canada's five year LAA Lease Review iS intended to respond to ail of these 
. réquirements. This comprehensive Review was divided into 12 work components: 

1. Environmental stewardship 7. Asset maintenance 
2. Facility planning and capacity 8. Crown rents and LAA financial 

. developrilent viability_ 
3. Pricing practices 9. Public survey 
4. Safety. 10. Security 
5. Service Levels 11. Key stakeholder consultations 
6. Economie impact 12. Governance. 

Specific terms of reference were drafted for each coinponent. Work wa8 carried out 
under contraèt by independent· consultants for 10 of the components. Two of the 
components, Safety and Security, were completed by in-bouse technical experts. 

·. The LAAs were given an opportunity to comment on the terms of reference and the draft 
reports. For those reports containing airport-specific confidential information, the 

. îndividual LAAs were provided with draft reports from which ail airport-specific 
information froin other Authorities had been removed. Reports were finali.zCd in the light 
of all comments received from the LAAs and certain final reports were presented to the 
LAA management. 

;Key stakeholder associations (ATAC; CAC, IATA) were also provided with executive 
· .summaries of the completed reports-on an ongoing basis. 

4.0 REPORT ORGANIZATION 

The remainder of this paper is divided into three sections. Section 5.0 draws together the 
policy issues that arose in the course of the individual studies into a consolidated set of 
key policy issues. These key policy issues are separately discussed in detail in Sections 
5.1 through 5.10. Section 6.0 outlines the.next steps in the LAA Lease Review Project. 

. The appendix provides a summary of the findings for each of the 12 LAA Review work 
components. The individual subsections contain summaries of the study objectives, 
methodology, overall and specific conclusions, and consultants' recommendations, as 
well as an identification of any policy issues that emerged from the study. It is to be 
emphasized that any opinions expressed in the individual studies conducted by external 
consultants refl.ect the views of the authors, and not necessarily those of Transport 
Canada. 
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. 5.0 IÇEY POLICY ISSUES 

Sections 5.l through 5.10 identify a number. of policy issues that emerged fràm the. · . 
various work compone11t~. Table 5.0 consolidates these issues into a set of key policy 

· issùes, and,:ref~ces the reiev:ant work col'.IlPonents. · · · 

Additional issues coUld be. identified jn the course of the upcoming consultations ·wit:h · 
key stakeholders~ and by other governmcmt departments during inter-departmeµtàl 
consultations. · · · · · · 

Table.5.0 
K Pli I ey .01cy ssues 

PoUcyissue Referenced WorkComponen~ 

Explicitand CQlilpreheJ:ISÏYe.airports framework • Govemance 
• · Kev stakeholder consultation8 • 

Checks and balances in gov~ce framework • Govemance 
• Kev stakeholder consultation8 · 

Representation of user iflterests • . Pricing practices 
• ·oovemance . 
• Kev stakehôlder cônsultatlons 

Economie oversight{includes strOng market •• Facility planning and capacity clevelopment 
power, and lack ofrecourse) • Pricing practiees . . 

·• Govemance .. 

• Crown rents and.LAA finaD.cial .viability 
Rent a.Iid Crown Return (including adequaey of · • Crown rents .and LAA financiàl viability 
retuin to the Crown, and cpJI,1.plexity of reni · • Prièing prac~ces · . . 
formula). • Key stakeholder consuitations .. 

Airport Improvement Fee • Pricing practlces 
• Govemance 
• Public survey · 

Subsidiaries • · Crown rents and. LAA financial viabilitY 
• Pricing practices 
• . Governarice 
• Key stakeliolder·consUltations · 
• Publiè survev 

Transpai'ency. • Pricing practices : 

• Govemance . 
• . Key stakeholder conswtations . .. Public survev 

Federallncome Tax • Govemance 
Ground lease (including.complexity oflease, • Environmentalstewardship . . 
· tackoflandlord monitoring, and lack of • Asset maintenance 
practical remedies) • Crown rents and LAA financîat viability · 

• Kev stakeholder consultations 
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5.1 EXPLICIT AND COMPREHENSIVE AIRPORTS FRAMEWORK 

5.1.1 Issue Description 

The tra.nSfer of airports to the LAAs was carried out in a policy and legislative 
framework that was primarily focused on transfer objectives. While there were high · · 
level statements of continuing federal governm.ent responsibility for the safety and · 
efficiency of the airport system, there was no comprehensive statement of federal ioles, 
responsibilities and accountabilities. Nor does there appear to have been a 
comprehensive e:xamination of federal statutes and regulations to determine the existing 
scope offederal authority. · 

Moreover~ the objectives for the LAAs were expressed in broad terms, leaving many 
issues open to the interpretation of the newly formed entities, without clear guidance . 
from the federal government as to its expectations. · 

The Key Stakeholder Consultations component indicated that stakeholders are looking to 
the federal governm.ent to clarify its ongoing roles and relationship with the parties. 
They feel that the management structure .should continue its development within a more 
comprehensive policy framework; which bùilds on the lessons learned from the first five 
years. 

The LAAs themselves have concerns that the federal governm.ent is. seeking tQ interpret 
the transfer policy to permit a more active role in airport matters, including gteater 
financial participation in the success of the airports (financial objeetives of the federal 
government are discussed.in section 5.5). They indiéate that these concerns are likely to 
continue until there is a clearer airports policy stating exactly what the governm.ent wants 
to achieve, rather than merely empowering the LAAs to operate the airportS.. · 

The consensus of ail groups interviewed in the Key Stakeholder Consultations is that, at 
the time of the transfers, ail parties acknowledged that the policy framework would · 
evolve, and that those aspects of the policy which were not clear at the outset would be 
clarified over tiine.· · 

5 .1.2 Issue Discu8sion 

• The continuing roles and responsibilities of the federal government remain those . 
prescribed by legislation and international agreements.· The key piece of legislation is 
the Aeronautics Act. Section 4.2 of that Act addresses the Minister ofTransport's 
responsibilities tespecting aeronautics: 

"The Minister is responsible for the development 
and regulation of aeronautics and the supervision 
of ail matters connected with aeronautics. 
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• ·The key words· aie "develôpment", "regulation" and "superVision". The word 
. "developnient'i gives rise to a rolè as a policy-maker, "regulation" io arole as a 
. regulatOr, and "superV"ision" to some kind of oversight role. 

_ • In managing federal assets by way of a lease, the federal government bas also taken 
· on the role of a landlord. This role is addressed throµgh the ground lease (discussed 

il). sections 5.5 ~d 5.10).· Yet, the lease.does not clearly enunciate specific 
respo~ibilitieiqhat flow from_ these roles. .. . . . . . 

• :A Future'l~ramework f~rthe Mllllagement of Air.Ports iii Caiiada (April 1987) stated 
'· that "Transport Ca.Dada would remain i:esponsible for ensuring ·a sare and efficient 

,afrport s}rstem.":. '', but provides no further elaboration. ·.·· whlle the National Air.ports 
. P6licy 1994 is more comprehensive in tenns of the federal government's role in 

· : . airport ownership and operation, it does not pr'Ovide 8:11Y ·clarification with respect to 
· . the federal government's roles and respon8il;>ilities in other areas. · 

. . . . . . . : ' 

• · The Aeronaüti~s A~t and regulations pursuant to. that Act ( e.g., the Canadian Aviation 
Regulaiïons) establis}i the safety ·and security regulatory framework within which the 
LAA,& operate. · · · · 

. . . . . 

•.. there·d~ès ntit appear tO be any legislative, regulatory or residual powers by which . 
:· ... the government c01µd take action to adclress the efficiency of the system. 

• . · . The Airport T'ransfer (Miscellaneous Matters) Act was enac.ted in· 1992. It dealt · 
. ' .. _ largely_with a number of technical issues, which were consequentially required in 

order to enable"the transférs (e.g., pension arrangements for trlmsferred employees, 
continuation of collective agreements·~d arbitration awar~)~ It did adclress two 
matters related to tpe ongoing environment for airport authorities: applfoation of a 
part ofthe Official Langi.lages Act and the provision ofan·explicit exemption from 
the Income Tox Acrin respect of revenues eamed from "an airport business" (the 
matter of income taxis <Uscussed in section 5.9)... · 

• More recelit initiatives· by. Transport Canada in respect of coriunerciali~· providers 
· of traDsportation irifrastructure have beeri accompanied by specific legislation: the 
Civil Air Navigation Services Commercializati<m Act (1996) for NA V CANADA, and 
. thé Canada Marine Act (1998) for the Canada Port Authorities and the St. Lawrence 
Seaway Management Corporation .. · · · · 

• A • • . • • 

• hitemationally~ it would appear that countries that bave embarked on a program of 
. airport commerci~zation or privatization have enactçd specific airports legislation in 
·order to provide governments with residual powers ... In the United Kingdom, the 
· Airports Act (1986), inter alia, provided the Civil Aviation ·Authority with the power 
. to regulate the charging practices of commercialized/privatized airports. New 
Zealand·has the Airports AuthorityAct, which has been in e:i:îect since 1986 and has 
undergone man.y amendmentS to reflect the transfer of control of that country's · 
airports to for'."profit entities. In Australia, the Airports Act (1996) provides a detailed 
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framework for the long-term leasing of major Australian airports.4 

• A key area for clarification is the ongoing federal responsibilities in respect of the 
overall national system ofairports. For example, the airlines have expressed concem 
that the cumulative effect of ail airport development projects across the country . 
conceivably could teach the point where there could be a serious negatiye financiat ·· 
impact on their industry. They question what the federal responsibilities are in this 
regard. As another example, all of the LAAs have expressed interest in purchaSing . 
their airportS. While the National Air.Ports Policy, which postdates the LAA 
transfers, makes it clear that the federal government will retain ownership of airports 
of national sipificance, the subsequent sale of the national civil air navigation . 
system tO NAV CANADA has brought the issue back into play in the minds of some · 
stakeholders, · 

• The objectives, roles and responsibilities of the federal government remain those set 
out in legislation and international bilateral agreements. The Canada Transportation 
Act in its National Transportation Policy statement (section 5) states: · 

i•1t is hereby.declared that a safe, economic, efficient and adequate network of· 
viable and effective transportation services accessible to persons With disabilities • 
and that makes the best use of ail available modes of transportation at the lowest 
total cost.is essential to serve the transportation needs of shippers and travellers, 

· including persons with disabilities, and to maintain the economic well-being of 
Canada d •ts· . " .an 1 . regions... . 

This declaration forms the basis for the regulation of carriers and modes of· 
transportation but it creates no obligations with respect to the provision of ·. 
infrastructure not owned by them, in this particular case, airports. Hence this Act only 
articulates a broad contextual objective as it relates to those.aspects.oftransportation 
which are not subsequently addressed specifically in the Act.. 

• Canada's international commitments with respect to airports are those related to i~ 
obligations in its bilateral air services agreements and membership in the · 
International éivil Aviation Organization. 

• White the objectives of the transfer initiative were clear, there was little detailon the 
ongoing expectations for the LAAs. The LAAs in Vancouver and Montréal were 
incorporated under Part II of the Canada Corporations Act which was last revised in 
the l 960s. Part II of the Act deals with corporations without share capital. White the 
non-share capital nature of the LAAs' corporate structure places them squarely in the 
rea1m of Part Il, the commercial nature ofthese entities does not seem to fit· 
particularly well with the types of organizations specifically contemplated by the Act. 
Part II was established for organizations of "a national, patriotic, religious, · · 
philanthropie, charitable, scientific, artistic, social, professional or sporting character, 
or the like objects". Moreover, Part II of the Act does notaddress the governance 
structure of the organizations created thereunder. 

4 Intemational comparisons warrant considerable care. A.s circumstances can vary so signifieantly among 
states, comparisons should always be viewed in the broadest possible context. 
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• The LAAs in Calgary and Edmonton were ·formed .pursuant to Alberta's Regional 
Airports Authorities Act. This Act, which wa8·~ specifically·to address the 

--formation of a4port authorities, contains a purpose claüse and specific airport · 
· réquirelnoots. - · 

• · There:~owd seem to be a number of issues· on wliich thèOLAAs andkey stakeholders 
. ·:are seeking clarification in terms of expectations. 'some of these issues are: 

,·: 

- -. • 'Are the LAAs ex.pected to seèk to niaximiZe their revenues, or àre they 
expected to be less aggressiye in their pursUit. of revenues, within the· 

_ requirenients oflon.g-tetm finaiicialviability, for the l>roader p1lblfo interest? 
This issue has implidations for the fiilancial retuni to the Crown (section 5.5); 

• .·. Whatare the. expeetations in'respect,ofthe·sc<>Pe of'LAA actiVities? ·1s an 
. LAA expectèd.to dedicaté itselfto the operatié,n ofits airport(sj, with 

·. ancillary activities pursued solely or primàrily for the benefit of the LAA 
. . (e.g., to generate ancillary profits to .drive down charges on LAA users), or is 

there an expèctation that the LAAs coUld take. advantage of the skills that 
-ronow from opei'ating a major airpo~ to engage m anèillary activities with 
the poteittlal to provide non;..airport related benefits to their region (The issue 
of ancilla,ry activities thrQugh subsidiaries is separately discUssed'in section -. . ? . . . - . . . . 

. 5.7).; - . -
• What are the expectations for the LAAs ûi terms of efficiencies?; and 
• - Whereare the LAÀs-ex.pected to operate on a speCtrum ofprivàte and public 

sector organizations? The LAAs seem 't<> have taken different interpretations, 
with ûnplications for matters such as the .disclosure of information. 

 .. The.use ofboth·f~ and pro~cial i~gislatio~ as the fuiidamental corporate 
· legislatioii for the LAAs has been identified as a· colllplicating factor in. efforts to · 
clarify federal and LAA roles for the future. . - . 

. _-.. • _ The presence of direCtors nominated by the federal governm.ent has been identified as 
·an issue. The initial LAA model did not include any nominations by the federal 
governm.ent to the Boà.rdS of bireètors. The Canadian Aùi>ort Authority model, 

.- whiéh was developed as part ofthe National Airports Pollcy, contains a requirem.ent 
· for up to two federal nominations to the Board. 5 Three of the four LAAS have revised 
. their Board· Strucfure to accomœodate two direc~rs· nonrlnatedby the_ fedenil 
government. 

5.L3' Qptioris . 

·There would appear to be afleast thtee basic options in respeci of àn ex.plicit and 
comprehensive airports framework: 

· • - the statùs quo; 
• a policy statement by the federal govermnent·on theextent of its own 

roles and tèsponsibilities arid on its expectatiol1S for the LAAs within 
the limits of existilig fèderal authority; and · 

5 The federal govemment could nominate tbree directors if the alitbority were in receipt of a federal 
subsidy. · · - · 
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• specific airports legislation. Such legislation would provide the 
authority (e.g., regulation-making authority) to take action to carry out 
the federal government's roles and to ensure that the LAAs operated in 
accordance with expectations .. 

The main advantages and disadvantages of each option are presented in Table 5.1. 
TableS.1 

Options re Explicit and Comprehensive Airports Framework 

Options Advanta2es Disadvanta2es 
Status quo .. high level statement of • notwithstanding a 

responsibilities exists relatively high degree of 
( e.g. Aeronautics Act). common understanding, 
While detailed roles, specific areas of 
responsibilities and uncertainty exist 

· expectations may not be 
explicitly stated, there 
appears to be a 
relatively high degree of 
common understandin.2 

Policy statement • clear statements of • federal gov~rnment 
responsipilities and would Jiot be . 
expectations would empowered, at this time, 
rèduce/remove to carry out certain 
uncertainty for ail responsibilities, or to 
parties ensure that LAA 

• would provide uniform performance is in line 
policy :framework for ail with any specified 
National Airport System expectations 
airports 

Specific airports legislation • clear statements of • reduction in LAA 
responsibilities and autonomy and flexibility 
expectations would could remove some of 
reduce/remove the benefits of the 

· uncertainty for ail model 
parties • broad authority for the 

• mechanisms would be federal government to 
available to carry out make regulations may 
responsibilities and to introduce some 
deal with future uncertainties for LAAs 
unexpected. and the financial 
developments . community 

• would provide uniform 
policy :framework for ail 
National Airport System 
airoorts 
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. ,_. . 

. 5.2 CHECKS AND BALANCES IN GOVERNANCE FRAMEWORK 
. · .. ;·:,.:· ... :· 

5.2.1 IssW,_:tlt,~ption 
: .. ·' -;_-

The LAA rii~l Was based on the premise that there would be no need for formai 
regulatory/o~lP.t processes, if: 

• · àii:appropriate fonn of corporate entity were to be adopted; 
• ~8ppropriate governance framework (including transparency) were to ·be 
· · .. èsf81>1.ïshêd; and · 

. •. ··certain illfoi'mal influences were effective.· 
These ~~.seen as providing a s}rstem of checks and balances at that time. 

: :. ~~~~~:-~· . ./~< ~ ·.~~~. ·. ·.. . . - . . . . 
It now a.pp~:~ a number of these checks and balances have not materialized as. 
expected. · wlijf.e~tîiÇactuaI performance of the LAAs does not appear to havebeen · 
materially aff~tetfby deficiencies in the checks and balances, the concern is that such 
deficiencies mill/reswt iD. an inability to address problems should they arise. 

. .. ··!.- . 

Furtber, the·~ o( checks and balances could not have addressed certain 
developments,n()t :lùlly anticipated at the time of the design of the LAA model and 
governance .ftmiiéwork . 

. · ·' ,. 

5.2.2 Issue Di.ScriSsion. 

• The keY ~~~i~ted checks and balances ill the governance framework for the LAAs . 
appear tc;>:~ye l>een that: 

• · the Âon~share capital corporate structure of the LAAs, and the accompanying 
prc.)blbi1i(>n against the distribution of any profits, would remove the incentive 
t(,.gçiierate excess profits, and hence actas a moderating influence on prices; 

• . &éeountabilities to local governments and business groups 
.· appomting/nominating directors to the Board would serve as a check against 
·.·~tebehaviom; . . . · 

• oth.;_elœients of the LAA's Letters Patent/ Articles of Incorporation and · 
·· ccÇq?ate bylaws, which were iÎlitially approved by Transport Canada, would 
p~vide :safeguards ·for the public interest (as would Alberta's Regional 
· 4JrPonâA.uthorities A.et and associated regulations in the case of Calgary and 
. B4nU>nton); 

. • · con~ued. government ownership ·Of the assets would give the federal 
.g_oy~ent a lever through the ground lease; 

• .· ~ consultations with stakeholders would ensme that the views of ail 
affected parties would be considered in the decision-making process; 

• financid institutions providing capital funding to the LAAs would serve as a 
· soµfœ of discipline on investments; and 

• the. Competition A.et would have some applicability to core LAA activities. 

It would appear that à. number of these checks and batances may not be playing the role 
originally envi!laged for them. · 
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• It is now acknowledged that the non-share capital form of corporate structure does 
not guaran.tee, by itself, either non-monopolistic pricing or efficiency of opérations. 
The federal government does not appear to have explicitly defined responsibilities in. 
the areas of airport pricing and efficiency, nor does it appear to have the means .· · 
available to address problems that might develop in these areas (federal roles arid · 
responsibilities discussed in section 5.1). - · 

• Accountabilities to nominating3 bodies may be less direct than initially envisaged. 
The concept of fiduciary responsibility of directors results in a fairly limited direct 
accountability back to nominating bodies. A director is not the "representative" on 
the LAA Board of the body that nominated him/her. Wbile a director may represent a 
nominating body, in the sense that he/she may bring to the Board table perspectives 
and sensitivities similar to those of the nominating body, a director must separate 
himselflhérself from the interests of that body and act in the best interests of the· 
LAA. The interests of the LAA and a particular party may diverge significantly on 
certain issues. Accountabilities appear to be limited to the flow of non-confidential 
information and the rights of renomination and revocation of directors possessed by 
the nominating body. In ail LAAs, directors may be renominated (two LAAs have 
two~term limits). However, only two of the LAAs (Calgary and Edmonton) provide 
their nominating bodies with authority io remove their director(s). 

• One LAA provides an interesting accountability feature, which allows the local 
government of the major city served by the LAA (one of the nominatiiig bodie.s ). to ·. 
request a special public meeting, at any time, to discuss specific issues. - · · 

• _ The ground lease contains a number of elements of a governance nature, but the lack 
of practical, moderate remedies for breaches of the lease appears to detract ftom its 
value as one of the checks and balances (discussed in section 5.10) 

• Meaningful consultations with users and other stakeholders do not appear to have . 
developed at an LAAS to the same degree (representation of user interests is 
separately discussed in section 5.3). 

• Financial institutions have not had a disciplining role, to the extent envisaged. The 
influence of the financial community does not appear to have been put to the test, te> 
this point4• To date, capital projects requiring funding have generally had strong 
justification and enjoyed widespread support among users. Wbile monitoring by the 
financial community may have had some influence on LAA behaviour, the main · 
impact appears to have been in influencing th~ method of generating revenue to repay 
tenders (insistence on substantial up front funding may have had an influence on the 
selection of Airport lmprovement Fees over increases in traditional user charges). 

3 Directors are nominated for the two LAAs incorporated under the Canada Corporations Act (Vancouver 
and Montreal), and officially appointed by the respective Boards. Directors in Calgary and Edmonton are 
appointed directlyby external bodies. For simplicity, the tenn nominated will be used for the remainder of 
thispaper. ·· · 
4 There is s0me indication that the financial community may have expressed misgivings about a project at 
one of the LAAs. 
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• Given the apparent comfürt level of the financial oomm,unity with the LAAs (i.e., due 
to sf:rong market power and their track record to date), it appears unlikely that the 

· fuÙmcial comnlunitY would place significant ·restrictions on funding, except in the 
most ~xtreID.e ofcircumstances. It seenis likely that the potentialfor a discîplining 
iilfluènce frow the financial. community would vary inv~ely with the market power 

.. of tlie 'LAA. li1other words, the degree of discipline wotlld be less where the need 
. · may be greatest. 

• The Cornpetition Act has.only marginal applicability to the LAAs. It also appears 
· . that the degreè of competition faeecl by the LAAs may be less than originally· 

· · conteniplated (the extent of LAA market power is discussed in section 5.4) . 
• .' • • J • • • • • 

. . . 

· • Certain devefopinents woµld not likely hBve been fully antlcipated in the design of 
. .· thè onginâl gqvernance sti:licture .. White Airportimprovement Fees (AIFs) were 

·. çontefuplatedi!i the.design of the LAA model, it is not certain that.the current degree 
. · ofieliance on AIFs would.~ve been antiCipated (AIFs are specifically addressed in 

section 5.6). . . 

· • -· ThCÎç may also b~ informa1 inflûeiices on the behaviour of LAAs that may not have 
· been fully appreciated at the time of the model design. First, the behaviour of the 

LAAs is likely to be influenced by a desire to be regarded as industry leadei:s and 
models .. Airports do not want to act in a way that causes them to earn a ''bad name" 

. in "the lliter:national community. They do not want to be regarded 8$. either a high cost 

. airport .or as "an airport that is inconsistent with the inteinationally aecepted code of 
condlict established by the International CiVil Aviation Organization5• This is 
especially true when the airport ru.s aspirations of being a major player on the 
international level (e.g., coilsulting and management seryices). Second, individual 
directors otthe LAAs typically live in the communities served by the airport(s). 
There appears to be a certain pressure that cornes from not wanting to live in a 
community and be associated with an activity that is held in disfavour by that 
comm~ty .. ·This applies on the persona! level, as well as the professional level (e.g., 
possible impact on the professional activities of an accountant, engineer or lawyer 

· who serves as a director of an LAA witb a negative image). 
. . 

· • ·The statlis of the LAAs with respect to the paynieni offederal income·tax may also 
have a rote to play in the system of checks and balances ( discussed in section 5.9). 

5:2.3 Options . . . 
·The issue of checks and balances is, in effect, a series of sub-issues, each one relating to 
an identified gap in the originally anticipated checks arid balances. Thèse sub-issues 

. taken individually include: · 
• the fonn of corp0rate entity; 
• accountability to nominating bodies; 
•· ground lease; and 

5 While there is an obligation, througb the ground lease, for the LAA to·observe muitilateral agreèments 
such as the Chicago Convention and bilateral air transport agreements, that obligation does not extend to 
non-binding chargiitg principles of the International Civil Aviation Organization. 
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• relationship between LAAs and users. 

Talœn together, these sub-issues raise the issue of economic oversight. 

. The ground lease, the relationship between LAAs and users, arid economic oversight are 
not discussed further in this section. Options for these sub-issues and issues are 
separately discussed in section 5.10, 5.3 and 5.4, respectively. 

The form ofëorpôrate entity and the accountability to appointing body sub-issues are 
discussed below. 

ln respect of the form of corporate entity, there appear to be only two fundamental 
options: 

• · the status quo; and 
• a for-profit form of corporate entity. 

There are variations within these groups. · Both organizational forms may be 
accompanied by other changes in the checks and balances. The main advantages and 
disadvantages ofthese options are set out in Table.5.2.1. 

· · Table S.2.1 
Options re Basic Corporate Form of Airport Authority 

Options Advantae:es Disadvantae:es 
Status quo (i.e., not-for- • constraint against • by itself, does not 

·profit)· distribution of profits guarantee non-
expected to have a monopolistic pricing or 
moderating influence on efficiency in operations 
exercise of market 
power 

For-profit corporate entity • presence of shareholders • major philosophical 
might provide incentive change 
for cost efficiencies • out-of-step with 

corporate structure for 
other transportation 
alternative service 
delivery models in 
Canada 

• significant formalized 
economic 
regulation/oversight 
would 'be required as 
offset to profit motive 

On the matter of accountabilities to noniinating entities, Table 5.2.2 identifies the 
following five options and presents the main advantages and disadvantages of each: 

• the status quo; 
• right to remove a director nominated by a nominating body. Presently, this 

right exists at only two LAAs; 
13 
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. ... . . . . . . : . 

. • requireinent for LAA to hold a public meeting t6 discuss a specific is,sue if 
· réqueste(i by one or more nominating bodies. As noted pteviously~ one LAA_· 

has a feature :whereby the major city that it serves can require the LAA to hold 
·:-8uch a meeting. An option might be to allow nominating bodies representing. 

· · _. ~omçpr.ede~ed percentage of externally nominated diiectors ta reql14'e-- ·- · 
.·_the LM to hold a special public m~eting; · ·- · : ____ . -

• ._ reqWrement for alLLAAs to adopt fully-the Public_ AccountabilitY Prlllciples -
. for amadian. Airport Authorities; and -· · · -

.: .-: inci'eased transparency. ~ptions addressing tran8parency are separately ,· ---
. ieviewed in section 5.8. 

These optioiis.are not allmutually exclusive. The second, third, fourth and fifth.options 
could be implemented.separately or in combination. The stàtus quo, however, stands by ·. 
~t - . . . . . . -

Statusq~-- • 

Right to remove directors 
by external n~ting 
b- di' . - --:... . o es . 

Rigb.t to request special. 
plJ:bljc_me~ ·_ 

Full adoption .of Public _ 
AccountabilitY Principles · 
for Capad~_Airpc)rl_--

. . Authorlties · ·· · 
-_ Transp~cy 

Tablé 5.2.2 
Eiitities 

Disadvanta es 
• nominating bodies seem - • · checks and balances m;e 

satisfied 

• may increase 
accountability 

• -potential to create 
in.stability on Board,· if 
director is removed for 

• taking position, which. · 
although unpop~ with 
nominating body, lnay · 
be in best interests of · 
LAA 

• may increase public • potential for overuse · 
profile of key issues and 
im rove accountabili 

• consistency for-all • - none apparent_ 
airports in National 
Airports System 

• see Table 5.7.l for main • 
advantages and 
disadvanta:gesofvarious 
tran arenc o tians 

see Table 5.7.1 for main 
advantages and . 
disadvantages of various 
trans arenc o tians 

An analysis.of.0ptions bas not been presented for the marginal applicability of the 
· Compeiition Act. Apart from the status quo, the only specific option would appear to be 
· amendments to. the Act. · Such àinendments are not considered feasible, ·becaùse the 

. nature of the amendmeilts would repres~t a fundamental change to the tinder~ying 
· philosophy of theAc~; · · · 

5.3 REPRESENTATION OF USERINTERESTS 
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5.3.1 Issue Description · 

· One of the expected checks and balances of the LAA governance model was the. 
eXistence of meaningful consultations with stakeholders, which would ensure that the 

. views of ail affected parties wowd be considered in the decision-making process. The 
experience ftom the first five years of LAA operations is that meaningful consultations 
with users and other stakeholders do not appear to have developed, to the same degree, at 
allLAAs. . . . 

·The issue ofrepresentation of user interests starts with the needto define users. In the 
case of the LAAs, the p~ users are the airlines and the travelling public/passengers. 

· . The airlines agree that the LAAs have been more responsive to industry operational 
needs than was the case under federal government operation of the airports. They state 
that the LAAs arè typically good at consulting on day-to-day operational matters. The 
airlines perceive that they have little or no influence over LAA decisions with respect to 
capital expenditures or the setting of fees and charges6• Concems have also been · 
expressed about inadequate disclosure by the LAAs of information, which the airlines 

·· require to determine the justification for airport charges and to ensure that there is not an 
element of cross-subsidization in respect of Slibsidiaries. The airlines feel that the LAAs 

. have adopted a "wide and shallow" interpretation of their constituency' meaning that 
everyone in the public at large is a siakeholder, Without a recognition of the speeial needs 
of their primary customers. In the Key Stakeholder Consultations, airlines and other 
. stakeholders with commercial interests on the airport commented that the LAAs do not 
regard them as the primafy customers of the airport. 

· The travelling public present special challenges from the standpoint of representation of 
interests. 

The LAAs are significantly clifferent in terms of the repre8entation of user interests than 
Transport Canada's.more recent initiatives in the commercialization of major 
transporlati~n infrastructure .. 

5.3.2 Issue Discussion 

. • When the LAA model was being designed, there was concem that the nomination of 
one or more directors to the Board by individual airlines, or an association of 
airlines, would have created a conflict-of-interest situation (or at least the perception 
of a conflict of interest). 

• An active member of an airline or an airline association would be in a 
conflict-of-interest position. As a director, such an individual would be constantly 
tom between bis/ber fiduciary responsibility to the LAA and responsibility to bis/ber 
employer. While it is possible for any director to find himself/herself in a potential 

6 An exception is the agreement between ATAC and one LAA in respect of the Airport Improvement Fee. 
15 
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conflict of interest situation from time to time, an active member of an aiÎline or 
· airline association would face this typC of situation on a regular basis. ·. · . · 

• More recënt initiatives by Ti'a.nsport. Caiiada have not demonstrated the sa.nle c0nëern 
· ··aboUtnominationofDirectors byusers. In the caseofNAVCANADA, fl:ve.ofthe.,' · 
~ extefµal appointment8 on the Boafd of Directors ~ -~ by national w;er ~ _: .: ..... · .. 
associations7• For Canada Port Authoi:itie8, a majority of directors are tri be_··· . ·_ · · .. 
appointed by the Minister in consultation With users8• Directors are required to.i:iave· · 
generally acknowledged and accepted stature within the transportation indUstry or .. 
business corrim.unity. Appointees iden~ tbrough consu1tation with users must alsO 
have the relevant knowledge and extensive ~erience related to the man&gement of a 
business, to the operation of a port, or to maritime 1rade;· The Board of the Si. . 
Lawrence Seaway Matiagement Corporation consists of eight directors, five ofwhom 

. are appointed by users. The directOrs who are chosen by the '1Sers are, in.~ not . ·. 
members of the various user groups but rather representatives who ;have.the· skills and· 
kn.owledge that ~ suitable for the position -:--.·thus limitiiig the potential. for·oonfliCt of . 
interest. 

• The.Suppl~ent.àiy PrinC:iplesfor the Creation and Opeiation ofLocàlAÏrport · 
· Authorities and the Public. Accountability Principles for Canadiab Airport Aûthoritie8 

. ·specifically preclude c~ mdiViduals· from beèoming. a direçtor•( elected offiéialS .. 
·and goven:uïient empl0yee8)~ AirUrie employees, present or p~ are not Ïnentioiled~ .· · 

• AfrliD.e nominations io the Boards of airp6rts are not c~mnion at commerci~ 
, . airportS .internationally. as govemments often have a controlling interes_t9. = · .· · 

. . 

• · The LAAs are strongly opposed to airline nominations to their Boards~ 

• . The airlines believe that measures are necessary to provide them with more input to ; . 
·· LAA decisions. While the airlines speak positively about the multiple dii'ector .. · · 

appointments made by user associations to. the NA V CANADA Board (and the good 
. results thatthey see following from sueh a situation), they have not actively-promoted . 
the opportunity-to make director-nominations to the LAA Boards.· Recently1 
however, the Air Transport Association of Canada bas expressed ·some interest 10 

. The International Air Transport Association seems to prefer that the emphasis bé 
placed on other measures to improve user input. · 

• . The LAA model reco~s the importance of having the right sJd1ls and backgrounds 
on the Board of Directors. The ground lease (and the Alberta legislation) state _that, 

. . . 

· 7 So far, four .of tiie directors are nomûlated by the Air Transport Association of Canada (ATAC). .· · 
8 The Board is to have between 7 and 11 directors. Between 4 and 8 directors are to be appointed by the 
Minister in consultàtion. with users. · 
11 As noted previously, a degree of caution is wmanteci ill making international comparisQDS. · OvCrall 
context is always important. In this case, there may be other safeguards for airline interests ( e.g., · 
fiovemment ownership, economic regulation, forinal contractual arrangements with airlines). . · 
0 In the Key Stakeholder Consultations, the airline stakeholders at one LAA commented that there should 

be a requirement for airline representation on the LAA Board. . · 
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to the extent that it is practicable, Boards should collectively have persons with sk:ills 
and backgrounds in a variety of disciplines. Among the desired backgrounds are ones 
in "air transportation" and "aviation". These sk:ills are identified as desirable, rather 
than mandatory. Some of the LAAs either have, or have had, such sk:ills on the 
Board. 

• Passengers are not organized or otherwise able to act collectively and st:fategically 
with regard to airport investment and pricing· actions. Accordingly, there is no in~ 
available at this time for the LAAs to con.Suit in a formai way with the travelling . 
public, as they are able to do with the airlines. · It is not clear that an organization 
could be formed to represent the interests of passengers in this way. In the United . 
States, for example, there is an Airline Passeil.ger Association, butit does nof appear · 
to play much of a role in consultations on technical airport ma~. 

• White an effective forum for consultations with passengers seems Unlikely, this does 
not mean that the views of the travelling public are not obtained by the LAAs. First, 
there are customer surveys, which the LAAs are presently using. Secondly, there is a 

· substantial. overlap between the interests of airlines and passengers. As a result, the . 
. interests of passengers are being represented, to some extent, by airlines. However, . 
the interests of the airlines and passengers may diverge on certain issues. One such 
issue would ~ppear to be the Airport Improvenient Fees collected directly from 
passengei's, withoutany involvement by the airlines. In this case, airlines and ·· 
passengers are likely to have quite different views on the method of côllectioJ;J:. · In 
addition, the airlines may react differently to proposais for increased airport charges, 
· depending upon whether such charges are to be collected directly from the passengers 

· or through more conventional airport user charges (e.g., landing fees). Accordingly, 
· it would seem that airline interests are an imperfect proxy for the interests of the . 
travelling public. · 

• In the United States, there is a more formai regulation for Passenger Facility Charges 
(the name given to Airport lmprovement Fees in that country) than is applicable to 
landing fees and other airport fees (Airport lmprovement Fees are discussed in 
section 5.6). · 

• The LAA model does not impose any formai requirements for consultation with ·. 
airlines or passengers. Airports subject to the Public Accountability Priilciples for 
Canadian Airport Authorities are required to provide not less than 60 days advance 
notice through local media of planned increases in airport user charges. Such notice 
is to include an explanation of the justification for such increases. 

• . Thei'e is no formai avenue of recourse for airport users. Recourse is discussed more 
fully in section 5.4. 
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S.3~3 Ojltions 

Table 5;3 identifies a number of options in respect of the representation of user interests: 
. .. •. the statuS. quo; · . · 

• · voluntary consultation guidelines (also discussed ·.as part of an economic 
oversight option in section 5.4.3). One element of such guidelines could be 

· the opportunity for users to make presentations directly to the LAA Board of 
Directors on specified matters;. . . . . . · · . . 

. • . ma.D.datory consultation reqUÙ'ements, which would be the sa.me guidelines as 
· in the previous option, with the addition of àn enforc.ementmechanism (also 

discussed as :part ofan economîc oversight option in section 5.4.3); 
• . reqwrement for LM Boards, at ·LAA discretion; io include. either: 

• a person with previous background in air transportation ftom the 
. perspective of users; or 

·• .. a person from among a list of nominees provided by a formai airline 
association 01'. a group oflocal airport users. An active member of the 
industry would be ineligible for reasons of potential coiiflict of . 
interest; and .. 

. • identificatj.on of aformal 'airline association or a group of users as a 
nomînating body. · 

'Not ail ofthese optiom are mutually exclusive. In·addition,.variations on the8eoptions . 
. · are also possible. 

None of.the options in Table5.3 provide for a practical forum.for consultation with the 
. travelling public.· In each option, th~ is also a disadvantage that airline interests may 
. not coincidewith the. interests of the travelling public .. Gaps in respect of the 

·. i'epresentation of the travelling public may require separate measures to supplement the 
· · .'options examined in Table 5.3. 
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TableS.3 
Options re Representation of User Interests 

Options Advantaees Disadvantaees 
StatusQuo • during fil'Bt five yem, there do not • one of the key checks and balances 

appear to bave been major instances would remain weak 
ofLAAs acting contrary to the • out-of-atep with more recent 
views ofthe niajority ofuaers (there initiatives in Canada 
bave been complaints about LAA • aidine perspectives do not represent 
transparency) interests of the travelling public 

Volunlary Consultation Ouidèlines • clear stat.ement of performance •· guidelines conducive to addressing 
standsrds would strengthen key matters of form, but not substance 
component of self•regu1ation. (i.e., meaningfulness of 

• require no legislative or leue CODBUltations) 
amendment • no fonnsl diœct means to enforce 

• no guarantee of user perspective 
being present in Board discussions 
and decisions following 
CODBUltations 

• airline perspectives do not represent 
interests of the travelling public 

Mandstory Consultation Requirements • clear ststement of performance • requires enfon:ement vehicle 
"• 

standsrds would strengthen key (legislation or amended lease) 
component of self-regulation • guarantees form, but not substance 

·• more in line with requirements in (i.e., how can meaningful 
NAV CANADA and Csnsda Port CODBUltations be enforced) 
Authority initiatives • no guarantee of user perspective . 

being present in Board discussions 
and decisions 

• airline perspectives do not represent 
inteœsts of the travelling public 

·• 
Mandstory requimnent for Board to . • strengthen self-regulation checks • inventory of such persons may be 
include either: and balances limited 
(a) a person with a background in air • would bring a user perspective to • requires, at lesst, amendment to 

transportation or Board discussions and decisions lease, and maybe changes in by-laws 
. (b) a person from among a list of • more user perspective on Board, and provincial legislation · 

nominees provided by a fonnsl user and/or input to Board member • aidine perspectives do not represent 
association (e.g., ATAC) or group of selection, consistent with NAV interests of the travelling public 
local users (active member of CANADA, Canada Port Authority 
industry ineligt'ble for n:iasons of and Sesway initiatives 
contliét of inteœst). 

ChOice of nntion could be left to LAA. 
Identification of a fonnsl user llBSOCÏation • strengthen self-regulation checks • would require amendment to ail 
as an appointing body(active member of and balances corporate by-laws (Alberta 
industry ineligible for n:iasons of contlict • would bring a user perspei:tive to legislation might require tùrther 
_ofinteœst) Board discussions and decisions amendment because of resulting 

• more user input to Board member Board si7.e) 
selection consisœnt with NA V • airline perspectives do not represent 
CANADA, Canada Port Authority interests of the travelling public 
and S.,,.,.,,.,, initiatives 
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. 5.4 . ECONOMIC OVERSIGHT 

5.4.1 Issue Deseription . . . 

Major airp<>~, by'na~~ have a signifi~t degree of market power. in C~ . ··: .· 
cominercial :entities. with market power 011 the scale of the LAAs are typically stibjectto .·· .. 

· some form of regulatioD., and meaiJ.S ·of reeourse for users, in respect of investoient and/Or ·· 
pricing practice8. The LAAs operate within a light fotm of self .. regulation, \Vithout; an.y .: : · 
fünpal ·avenue of recourse available to their users~ · By ·contrast, Tl'aD.Sport. Canada's tnoie . • 
recent initiatives to .establish new management structures for operators of key • ·_ ·· · · · 
transportation infrastructure (i.e., NA V CANADA, Canada Port Authorities, and the St,· . 
Lawrence SeaWa.y .Maliagement Coiporation) have involved.more formai self-regulatory ...... · 

-. mechanisms,.allwith someavenue of appeal forù8~. Internationally, states genei'ally · 
have been.umyilling to allow airports to operate without some form ofregulatory : · 
framework. · ·. · 

The ~o major aiiline- associations - the Air Transport Association of Canada and the .·· .. . 
International Air. Transport Association - have aclvocated enhancementS .to the present ... ·. · 
· self-regillatory mod~L ·The Air Transport Association of Canada has ·reconuneiided. the··· .; · ·. · 
development of principles on airport pricing, similar·to those established in legislation for 

· NA VCANADA. Such principles would deat with cost transpareney, faimess in .charges . 
and.an appeal mechanisni The International Air Transport Association is concerned · · 
about thè dyIÏauûcs of the relationship between the LAAs and the airlines. They believe ... 
that a more 'fonnalized and structured approach to consultations is required They.:are . ·. · · 
particularly concerned about a lack oftranspareney (e.g., insufficient infornïation.to 

: deteimine reasonableness of charges). The international carriers aJ.59 support the·· · .... : · 
es~blishment of an 11.PPeal mechanism. . · 

5.4.~ Discussion·. 

• ·.· The mèasure of market power is. the degree·to which an .. entity 'can raise prices and . . 
· sustain those higher tevels. The LAAs possess substantial market power in respect of · 

· . . a large majority of their activities. · · . · · 

• ·. The LAAs accolinted for 45% of the passenger traftic ui Canada fu. 1997. · It is· 
·acknowledged.that the LAAs are .. subject to varyiiig degtees of competition in .. 

· segments oftheir activlties ( e.-g., competitioli with -other canadian airports and 
American airports for overseas traffic). However, the most significant eomponent of · 

. an airport's business is its origin and destfuation (O&D) traffic, over which it holds à . 
· virtua1 monopoly. O&D traffic accounted for between 65% and 84% of the· 
passengers at the LAAs in 1997. In addition, the LAAs have a strong hold over . 

. . . elements of their connecting passenger traffic ( e.g., V ancouvei's roie as a point of. · .. 
connection for passengers travelling from southern Canada to points in the_ Yukon). 

• An LAA is free to make its own investment decisions, and to establish its own 
charges, without àny need for extemal review or approval9 or exposure to appeal 

· within its not-for-profit stattis. White some stakeholders appear to regard the present 
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. arrangements as providing no fonn of economic oversight, there is a light fonn of 
· self-regulation in place; The main vehicle of self-regulation is the goveinance 

ftame:work within which the LAA operates. In establishing this Û'amework, the basic 
. premise appears to have been that this governance structure would provide the 
necessary safeguards against the significant market ·power of the LAAs, rhaking it · 
unnecessary to set up fonnal processes. A key element in the governanèe ftamework 
was a system of checks and balances (discussed in section 5.2) · 

• The experience in the first five years suggests that the LAAs have not taken 
investment or pricing actions that could be characterized, at this tiJne, as abuse of 
market power. However, there have been some signs of behaviour that represent a, . 
breakdoWll in key elements of a self~regulatory model. These breakdowns occur in 
the areas of transparency and consultation. The most significant illustration of such 
behaviour .is the failure of the LAAs to provide airlines or foreign govemments (U.S.) 
with the costdata necessary to allow a detennination of the reasonableness of the··. 
charges that they pay (the issue of transparency is discussed more fülly fa section . 
~~·. . 

• LAA stakeholders are primarily concerned about the potential for problems in the 
future. Stakeholder concerns may be due, at least in part, to a fealization that the 
range of tools available te> safeguard the public interest may not be as extensive a8 
originally believed .. Specifically, a number of the elements of the governance · 
ftamework .may not be playing the role originally envisaged for them (discussed in:. •. 
section 5;2). in addition, there would appear to have been certain developments that . 

· would likely not have played a part in the design of the .original ftamework ( disèussed . 
. in general terms in section 5.2 and, in more specific terms, in section.S 5.6 and S. 7). · · · 

• When the LAA model was created, the selection of a light form of self-regulation .. 
would appear to have been influenced by a concern that fonnal economic oversight · 
processes could seriously impair the financeability of the LAAs. This same concern 
does not appear to exist today. The LAAs have now established an operational and· 
financial track record with which the financial community is comfortable. The highly 
positive experience of another non-share capital corporation (i.e., NA V CANADA) in. · 
obtaining financing also suggests that certain options for enhanced economic · 
oversight would be unlikely to impair the financial viability of the LAAs. 

• The Canadian experience generally is that commercial entities with màrket power on 
the scale of the LAAs are not allowed to operate without some fonn of regulation on 
investment and/or pricing practices. The fonn of regulation varies widely, from · 
traditional rate setting regulation to light-handed models of self-regulation. 

• Transport Canada's most recent initiatives in respect of the governance of providers ·. 
of key transportation infrastructure reflect self-regulatory models, with varying 
degrees of recourse for users in the event of a breakdown in self.;.regulatioil: 

• the Civil Air Navigation Services Commercialization Act (1996) establishes a 
self-regulatory model for NAV CANADA, based on mandatoryconsultation, 

· · transparency, a set of charging priJiciples, and a mechanism in whicb:appeals 
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. . . . 
ori. pricing decisioils can be made to the_Canadian Transportation Agency . 
The Agency bas the power to roUback mcreased fees whicli do not respect the 

· · established pricing principles, and to onier refunds for users; 
•, the Canada Marine Act (1998) establishes a requirement for consultation, a 

. · prohibition agalnst unjust discrlmlnatiori among_usef$, and an opportunity for 
. .· any inter.ested per8on to file a colnplamt with the Canacliati TraDsportation . 
· : · Agency. Th.e Agency is required to consider the complaint, rq>ort its findings 

to the port authority, and the port authority .is expected to "govern itself 
açoordingly"; and·. . . 

· • · the Canada Marine Act also established èertain transparency requireuients for 
. the St Lawrence Seaway Management Corporatl~n and the Canadian Port 
Authorities. · lt prohibits against unjust discrimination-. in fees among users and 

. piovicles ·an opportunity for users to file a compWni with the Canadian 
·· Transportation Ageiicy. · · 

• : The appeal m~hattlsms·inrespéct of NA V CANADA, the canad8 Port Authorities, 
and the.St Lawrence SeawayManagement Corporation address charging matters, but 

... notthe level ofinvestments made by the entities. . 

• · Asm:vey of four developed.aviation countries (the United States,.theUnited 
. Kingdom, Australia and New Zealand) results in the .following observations; 

• . Ali four countries have some fonn of formai economic oversight of airports . 
The United States and New Z~d have a4opted self-regulatory models in 
respèct of airport charges (although the United States uses a more traditional · 
.fonn· of third-party reglilation for Passenger Facility Charges.· ·The American 
approach on Passenger Facility Charges is outlined in section 5.6). The 

• United Kingdom and Australia employ fonnula-style regulation (i.e., 
. establishment of Consumer Price Index minus some predetermined 

. . percentage, as a maximum increase on airport charges); 
• Ali four countries -rely on legislation, regulations or other formai instruments 

as a basis for economic oversight; ·· 
. • . Three Comn;wriwealth,countries have specific airports enabling legislation; 
• · AU four countries have established legislative or regulatory requirements for 

transparency/disclosure of information;· · ·.. . 
• At least two countries (United States and New Zealand) have explicit 

requirements in tenns of consultation; and 
• Allfour countries provide an avenue of recourse/appeal to users. 

S.4.3 O,ptions ' 

_There would. appear to be at least four basic options for economic oversigbt: 
• the status quo; 
• a moderately enhanced self.;regulatocy model, in which guidelines are 

specified in respect ofsuch matters as consultation, opportunities to make 
· · presentations directly to Boards on specified mattel'S, disclosure/transparency 

of information including subsidiaries; and pricing principles for aeronautical 
charges and AIFs; · 
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• a substantially enhanced self-regulaiory model, with formai requirements for · 
consultation, opportunities to make presentations directly to Boards on 
specified matters, disclosure/transparency of information including . . . . . . . . 
subsidiaries, and pricing prin:ciples for aeronautical charges and AIFs -- pltJS a. . 
streamlined appeal mechanism like the one established in respect of NA V 
CANADA; and 

• an interventionist fonn of regulation, which could include the traditional fonn.. ·. 
of rate setting regulation in which there is a third-party review and approval .of 
key investment and/or pricing decisions ( e.g., CRTC process for local 
telephone rates), or the formula style of regulation found in Australia and the. 
United Kingdom (a cap on fee increases, according to a formula, typically a . 
raie of inflation minus some prescribed percentage ). · 

Table 5.4 sets out the four basic options and summarizes the main advantages and 
disadvantages of each. Hybrids and variations on these optio~ are possible.· Fpr 
example, there could be an option falling between the moderately enhanced self-_. 
regulatory model with guidelines but no appeal mechanism, and the substatitially . 
enhanced self-regulatory model with mandatory requirements and an appeal mechanisili. ·· 

The assessment of the options presented in Table 5.4 does not distinguish between 
matters of pricing versus levels of investment. For the most part, the options could apply · 
to both. It should be noted, however, that the current practices for other non-share capital · 
providers of infrastructure are essentially directed at matters of pricing. The existing. 
appeal mechailisms in respect of NA V CANADA and Canada Port Authoritie8 dO not . 
address level of investment issues11 • · · 

As the governance framework plays such a key role in the current fonn of economic 
oversight, options in respect of the representation of user interests and other aspects of · 
the governance framework (discussed in sections 5.3 and 5.2, respectively) will also be of 
relevance io economic oversight. 

11 Capital eipenditures for the Seaway continue to be made by the federal govemment. Canada Port 
Authorities are subject to certain conditions in respect ofborrowings. 
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: •' 

. . Table 5.4. . . 
Optioos re :tconomic Ovenight 

., . · . 

•' 

Options· Advaiita2e8 . Disadvantaees 
. Statua Quo . · •. eummt mociel bas perfoimed 

well, with sonie deficiencies · 
.. no clear standardi for 

· accePtablelexpected practices 
( e.g., transparency), but no . · (consultation, disclosureand · 

. major probleins al the LJ\As . pricing) -
... ., Most concems deal With . • no formal means to deal With 

•' potentûil for future·probleins · · problCms, when/ifthey arise 
'. • out-of-step with more recent 

.· : initiatives in Canada, and With 
international practice 

" .. 

Moderately enhànced self- •· consistent With intçilded spirit .. no formal means to deal With 
regula,tion (i.e'., guidelines in of self-regulation problems, when/ifthey arise 
reipect of consultllti~ · . .. clear statements of 
. oppOttïmity to i:nilke: ... · perfonmince standatds · · 
presentations directly to Boards · strengthen ielf-regulation · · 
on SIJl'CÜied matters. disclOSUJC · • no need for legislative or lease 
of.information/tran&parency. amendment ·, 

inCluding subsidiaries, pricing · 
:. · nt<Aet;œs includina: AIFsl . . 

· Substimtlally enhanced self- . .. . signifiCl!Dtly strerigthens self- • new or amended legislation 
regulation (i.e,, requirenient8· in regulation (i.e., binding . required to authorize appeal . 
~ect of consultation,, . recourse vehicle) mecbanism 
· opportiJJlity to make· · • .. more in line With recent • costs to all parties associated 
presentations direptly to Boards .. initiatives in Canada and With With recourse vehicle (on the 
. on specified matters, disclOSUJC international practice other band, such èosts may 
of information/transpiu'ency, ·. • appeal mecbanism unlike:ly to providé incentive to parties to 
and pricing practices including' affect LAA financeability .avoid appeals) 
AIFs) 

and 
. a streamlined appeal 

mech8nism (SÙCh as èxists in •' 

tlie case ofNAV CANADA) 
More intel'.ventionist forms of • high dégree of protection to . · • ·out of step With other Canadit!n 
regulation stakeholders initiatives (i.e., NAV 
examples: • precedents in international CANADA, CPAs). 
• traditional review and experience .. . dit'ficult to predict effect on 

àppl'Oval by t1$i party; LAA financeability, given 1ack 
and. of Canadian experience With 

• formula.styleregulation, such mechanisms in the 
as found in Australia and transportation infiastructure 
the UK (limit on fee 'business 
increases to COnsumer • · costly and tiine-consuming 
Price Index minus x%). . processes required 
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5.5 RENT FORMULA AND CROWN RETURN 

· 5.5.1 Issue Description 

. This issue focuses on the reasonableness of the rent from two perspectives: those who 
pay the rent, and the Crown which receives it. For this purpose, those who pay are 
interpreted broadly to also include users, whose charges are impacted by the amount of 
the rent paid by the LAAs. The discussion on the reasonableness of the rent begins with 
the apparent different understandings of the government's original "no worse off' 
financial objective . 

. A related issue is the complexity of the formula for determining the amount of the rent. 

The issue of Rent and Crown Return evokes strong views from the LAAs and the 
airlines: 

• the LAAs believe that the policy framework for the determination of rents is 
unclear, the resulting rents are too high, and the formula is too complex. In 
respect ofthe policy framework, they feel that the government bas changed its 
financialobjective from one ofbeing "no worse otr' to one ofbeing ''better 
otr'; 

• the Air Transport Association of Canada states that the lease payments exceed 
what can be justified on a commercial basis~ They recommend that the 
government reappraise its rentai policy and set it according to commercial 
principles, starting with the elimination of"participation" rent12; and 

• the International Air Transport Association criticizes the rent as being a 
· "hidden tax". They express concerns about "revenue diversion" to other 
modes of transportation and other government priorities. 

Section 5.5.2 will discuss Rent Formula and Crown Return in two parts: 
• the financial objectives of the government, and the reasonableness of the· 

actual and projected return to the Crown; and 
• the complexity of the rentai formula. 

5.5.2 Issue Discussion 

5.5.2.1 Financial Objectives and Reasonableness ofReturn 

• A Future Framework For the Management of Ait;ports in Canada (April 1987) stated 
that the "federal government would expect to obtain reasonable compensation for any 
facility transferred". Compensation "should consider historical investments as well as 
future eaming potential". This reflected the fact that airports are federal assets 
developed and paid for by the general taxpayer which have subsequently been 

12 Based on speakingnotes of Vice President of Finance delivered to Canadian Airports CounciVAirports 
Council International Airports Conference in Ottawa on December 10, 1998. 
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transferred to non-governmental entities. 

• This approach was confirmed in the Supplementary Principles for the Creation and 
Operation of Local Airport Authorities (June 1989), which stated 11Valuation of the 
airport to be transferred to the LAA will be oQ. the. basis of "fair market value", with. · 
appropria.te considerationto the airport's future earning potential". Negotiations .. 
proceeded with th~ tAA.s on· tbis basis. · · 

• A rental structure was developed which included up to six different categ~ries ~f ·. 
rent.13 Two ofthese categories had "base" and "participation" components14: ·. 

• the "base" component was design.cd to produce a return to the Cro\vn 
comparableto what it c~uld have reasonably expected to earn had it continued 
to operate the airport. 1n·this way, the "base" rent reflected a "no worse off" 

· minimum objective; and · 
• the ·"participation" co~ponent was intended to allow the Crown to sh8re in: 

value..;added initiatives undertaken by the new airport operator: The 
"participation•i component provided an opportunity for the Crown to be 
''b~ off" finàncially. · 

. .. : . . . 

• Taken together, the "base" component and the ... parti~ipatioii• componentdemonstrate 
that the federal government intended to be at least "no worse off", and potentially 
"better oft" .. The federal government sought only to be "better off", however, if the 
LAA w~ to achieve better results than the federal govermnent. 

: . . -

• The basic philosophy behind the detennilla.tion of rent bas becni retained fer~-
Airport Authoritie~, but the formula bas be~ simplified. The "base" and · 

· · "participation" coID.Ponents have been re~ed, but the distinction among the various 
revenue categories bas been eliminated. · · · 

• · The rental structlu'e for the Canadian Airport Authorities. also ditfers from the. LAA 
structure, in that the former considers all revenues of t4e Authority whether generated 

· on the Demised Premises or elsewhere. LAA rents are basedonly on revenues earned 
on the Demised Premises. · 

• In 1997, amendments were made to the lease formulae for three of the LAA.s. White 
·one LAA retained the basic LAA rental structUre, two LAAs switchedto a Canadian 
Airport Authority-style rental formula. The slightly revised formula for one LAA 
applies :from 1996 tbrough to the end of the term ofthe·lease. The revised formulae 

· 13 There is a seveitth category of rent called Additional Rent, which is essentially a tesidual ~tegory to 
. haD.dle adjustments and pCDQ].ties. . · · . · · · . . · 
14 A single formula exists for the remaining categories. Howevèr; with the exception of the Otber 

· Revenues category,.which could contain revenues ofboth a ''base" and ''participation" nature, the · · 
remaining categories resemble either ''base" or "participation" revenues. The rent associated with existing 
ground rentais seeins to sluare the main characteristics of a ''base" rent, whereas rent from Airport 
Improvement Fees ( called Pa8senger Facility Charges in lease) and Developed rea1 estate appeer to be 
more in the nature of"particip~tion" rents. · 
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for the other two L~s are applicable to the years 1996 through 2005. 

• KPMG's report on Crown Rents and LAA Financial Viability concludes thàt usiPg a . 
compensatory pricing approach, over the first five years of the leases, the Ctown ·is .... 
better off financially at one LAA, neutral at one and worse off at two LAAs.- · °"er · · . . 
the full 60-year term of the lease, KPMG concluded that the Crown would be worse · 
off at two LAAs and better off at two LAAs. When a residual pricing approach·is 
utilized, the Crown is be~ off at ail four LAAs. · 

• The LAAs were also provided with an opportunity to provide their own sensitivity . 
scenarios. Three LAAs provided KPMG with altemativ~ scenarios. · 

• Another way of looking at the reasonableness of the rents being .earned by Transport 
Canada is to calculate a rate of retum in a conventional comniercial manner, · takïng . 
into account the monopoly or near-monopoly character of the core ·of the airport 
business. This matter was explored by KPMG in its report on Crowil Rents and LAA 
Financial Viability. 

• KPMG calculated/estimated a.rate of return tO the Crown using two separate . 
approaches, which differed on the basis of the methodology for the quantification of 
the Crown's investment (the rent was the retum in both approa.Ches). One.· · 
methodology used the net book value of assets, and the other used a market value 
proxy based on selected sales of major airports intemationally. 

• The reasonableness of the rate of retum is assessed in relation to benchmarks based · 
. on the rates of retum for Canadian regulated utilities. 

• The results of the KPMG analysis would appear to be inconclusive. Based on the U:et 
book value approach, the retum to the Crown was either within the benchmarlc range, . 
or well above it, for a11 of the LAAs. By contrast, based on the market value proxy · 
approach, the Crown-retum was below the lower point of the benchmark range for· 
eachLAA. 

• Beyond the praCtlcal difficulties assoCiated with the measurement of the Cro\vn's 
investment.. there appear to be a number of issues ·which would alsci have to be : . 
addressed before a retum on investment calculation would serve as an a.Cceptable 
yardstick of the reasonableness of the rentai rate. For exemple, given that Canadian 
taxpayers borrowed money to fund airport investments through the years and, in · · 
many cases,-were notable to recover those costs from users, the net book value · 
almost certainly understates the tax.payers' investment in airports. In man.y .cases, that 
understatement would be substantial. More fündamentally, retum on investment was 
not the agreed principle for the lease negotiations. 

5.5.2.2 Complexity of the Rentai FormUla 

• The LAA rentai formulae, with their different rentai categories and varying methods 
and rates of rentai calculation, create an administrative burden for both the LAAs and 
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· Transport Canada. The eXistelice of different ren~ paymeiit rates inay · also introduce 
. concerns aboui the. categorization oÎcertain revenùes, which could increase the 
·.review and audit effort required by T~rt Canada. In itS report on Crown Rents 
. and LAA Financial Viability, KPMO observed that there are issues in the assignment 

. of rev~ùes to varlou8 categories that could ~ect the rent payable. . 

5.5~.3.1 Qpti~ _:·F~cial Objectives and Reasonableiiess of Return 

- There would.appear~ be three mairi options in respect of the federal goveinment's 
· füiancial objectives: . . . . . . . . ·. . · . 

· · • ·. the status quo (i.e.; as a ininimum, the federal government be "rio worse otr' 
financially than it·would have been had it contfuued to operate the airport(s ), 

. and potentially "better otr' if the LAA is able to do better than the federal 
govèrillnent There is no Umit to how uiuch·the federal government ~ould 

· ·· share in the v8.lue-lldded initiatives of the LAA);, · · 
.• "no worse o:tr'. as a miÎliinum, and potentially better ~:tt but there would be 

some lcind of a limit on how much better off the federal govemment could be. 
That limit could be expressed in a variety of ways ( e.g;, maximum rate of 
retun1 expressed on some predetermined methodology); and 

• . "no worse otr'' 'but noi better off. In short, this wowd represent elimination of 
"participation'' ren~ ils recommended by the Air Transport Association of 
Canada.. .. . 

·Table 5.5.1 summarizes the main advantages·and disadvantages ofthese options. 
Table 5.5.l · 

0 tions re Financial Ob ectives 

Statüs Quo (i.e., "no worse 
otr' as a· miniinmn, and · · 
potentially "better otr'). · 

"No worse otr' as a · 
· minimum, and potentially 

"better otr', with an. explicit 
limit. 

"No worse otr', but not. 
betteroff 

Aclvanta es 

• maximum beite:tit for 
taxpayers·. 

• taxpayers assured 
· reasonable return 

• . provides a justification 
for levelofrents . 

Disadvanta es 

•. .no limit on return to the · 
Crown 

• return to taxpayers 
could be lower than 

· · presently forecast 
• · practical difficulties in 

· meas limit 

• likely to reduce costs of • IOwers expected return 
rt services to usei's to tax a ers 

5.5.3.2 Qptions - CompleXity of Rentai Formula 

In addition to the initial LAA formula and the simplified Canadian Airport Authority 
formula, other rentai formulae œuld be considered, incluclilig: · 

• . flat amount per passenger, perhaps increasing over time ( e.g., with inflation); and 
• percentagè of total airport revenues. 
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Table 5.5.2 summarizes the main advantages·and disadvantages of the four options. 

In evaluating rentai formula options, a number ofcriteria may be relevant: flexibility to 
.. deal with ups and downs in the business cycle, incentives for airport efficiency, 
· adininistrative burden, equity among airports, and public perception of equity among 
airports . 

. It is assumed that.each option can achieve the desired level ofreturn to the Crown. 
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Rentai Ootion 
LAA formula 

CAAformula 

Flat amouil.t per passenger .( could 
increase over time) 

Fixed percentage of revenues 

Table S.S.2 
Options r.e. Jlental Formù 

Advantaees 
• "base" and "participation'.' 

components provide 
flexibility to deal with all 
phases of the business cycle 
(i.e., rents would generally 
be higher during more 
favourable economic 
conditions, and generally 
lower in less favourable 
conditic;ms) 

• provides ineentive to airport 
· operator to reduce costs 

• ''base" and "participation" 
components provide 
flmbility to c1ea1 with a11 
phases of the business cycle 

• provides incentive to airport 
operator to reduce eosts 

• less administration than LAA 
formula 

• variability of rent with 
number of passengers 
provides flextbillty to deal 
with good and bad times 

• incentive to reduce costs 
• administratively sùD.ple 

• variability of rent with 
revenues providessome . 
flexibility to deal with all 
phases ofbusiness cycle 

• incentive to reduce costs 
• likely to require least amolint 

. of administrative effort ( only 
slightly less than passenger 
option) and provide earliest 
availability of final figures 

• likely to be the best option 
from the standpoint of equity 
among airports and public 
perceptions of equity among 
airports (i.e., percentage 
could be the same for all 
Atmnrts) 

30 

Disadvantaees · · 
• different reni.I œ,tegories .. .. 

and rates couhtaffect the:. 
·rent}>ayabie ~d dO ..ec.uifë 
additional effort.on the part.·· .. 

of airports ( calculatioii) and 
-Transport Canada (revîew. 
and audit). 

• significant adniinistra,tive 
effort still requited· 

as the rates per_passenger · 
.• • 

would vaty among airporis, 
there could·be difficulties .• 

with public perceptions of · 
equity (e.g., rate could be 
higher for airport X than for . 
airport Y, beeause of the .· · 
higher proportion oflong-
haul international traftic at 
the former) ·. 

• pressure frOm CAAs to lnake 
cbanaes across the svstem 

• œVenue recognition remains 
8n issue for rent · · . . 

determination purposes . 
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5.6 AIRPORT IMPROVEMENT FEES 

5.6.1 Issue DesCription 

Airport hllprovement Fees (AIFs) have beconie a significant source of revenue for the 
· LAAs, surpassing each of the major aeronautical charges, landing fees and general 
terminal fees, by a significant margin for at least one LAA. While AIFs were 
contemplated prior to the transfer of the airports, it is not clear that AIFs were expected 
take on as significant a role as they now play in the funding of the LAAs. By their 
nature, AIFs present special issues that do not exist in respect of the major aeronautical 

. charges which historically have been the·mainstay of airport revenues. The federal · 
· . government bas not articulated any kind of policy on AIFs. 

Concerns have bèen expressed by some users that the LAAs could use the AIF as a 
· source of furi.ding for activities other than capital expansion projects, including airport 
operating expeilses aild subsidiary ventures. 

Prelimînary results from the Public Survey indicated a coiisiderable level of traveller and 
· community resident acceptance of AIFs. Almost thi'ee-quarters of travellers and 

residents surveyed feel that the use of an AIF to improve or modernize facilities is 
.. somewhat or very appropriate. Roughly the same proportion believes that tlie price being 
, . . charged at the time of the survey represented a fair price15• The current method of AIF 
 :'.· collection is acceptable to travellers, but they would prefer the AIF to be collected at the 
· .. time ofticket purchase and listed separately.on the ticket. Only about one-quarter of the · 
: travellers surveyed fiild it unfair to pay for benefits accruing to future travellers. · 

· 5.6.2 ·Issue Discussion. 

• AIFs are fees imposed on passengers, primarily for the purpose of generating fonds 
for capital improvements at the airport. Ali of the LAAs have implemented AIFs . 

. At Vanèouver, Edmonton and Dorval, the AIFs are collected directly from passengers 
at the airport, prior to departure. At Calgary, the AIF is collected by airlines and 

. travel agents at the time of ticket purchase. There is no AIF at Mirabel. 

. • Several factors appear to have contributed to the decision tO introduce such fees, 
rather than increase existing. charges such as landing fees and general terminal fees: 

• Airlines prefer the AIF option, because the fee does not become part of their 
cost structure and, with the exception of one LAA, they are not involved in 
the collection of the fee.(airlines are compensated for collection of the AIF for 
that one LAA through ATAC); 

• AIFs are attractive to airport operators, because the bUrden of consultations is 
generally less than in the caseofincreases in existinguser charges. 
Consultations show that the interests of airlines and passengers are similar 
with respect to increases in traditional airport fees, landing fees and general 

u The AIF bas doubled atone of the LAAs subsequent to the survey. 
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terminal fees. These interests seem to diverge in respect of the AIF. Aillifi~. · 
have historically been required to collect federally impo~ fees/taXes p8id: · 
directly by passengers (e.g., fonner Air Transportation Tax}. There .is no·. · 

· · ·practical forum for consultations directly with passengers tq compensatè-for . · 
·· this divergence; and . · . · :· : .. . . . 

• ·The financi~ community preferred the AIF option· and impos~ cert,ain .. ·.: .. ··'. · .. ·, . 
covenantS for the fünding of new construction from·operating Cashflow8. the · 
revenue tequiremeilts following from such èovenants would have resulted in · · .· · 
very. large increases in existing charges, wlµ~h woUld likely .have heen ·· · 
strongly re8isted.by the airlines. · · · 

" ' 

• .Th~se fee8 have beeome signÜicant sources of revenue for the LAAs, accolJri.tirtg f41r . · 
between 18% and 32%16 of total airport revenues in 1998. · ._ ·. ··. . . · 

. ' 

• In the Unfud. States, a combination of fonnula and governmeiit regulation is·. . . .. 
emp~oyed.in respect of Passenger Facility Charges (PFCs}, the mune given tri·AIFsm 
that country, The self-regulatory mechanism in place for more traditional forms ·of·. . . 

. aeronautical charges was not colisidered appropriate for PFCs: · · · . · 
• ·the .amount of a PFC is set }?y formula.· Federal regulations specify -th&t'a PFC. . · 

. may be set at either $1, $2 or :s3 per enplaned pass~ger (the U.S. l)epartment 
of Transportation has proposed an increase in the maximum fee to ·$5); .· .. ··. 

. • the PFC-Office of the Federal Aviation Administration must approve the .· 
. introduction--of a PFC. Befüre granting authority to impose a PFC, the. PFC 
Office· reviews the extent of local consultations, the use to which the revenues ·. · · 
will be put, and the duration. of the PFC,. with a focus on the justification for·· .. ·· 

. the project ·and the views of airlines. Once approved, PFC revenues may only .. 
be usedfor project purposes· stated in the application. In addition, federal 
fonnula-based grants, for which the airport is otherwise eligible; are reCiuced . 
by 50% of PFC revenues; and 

• ·no round-trip ticket may be subject to more than four PFCs. 

• · The initial establishment of AIFs has been associated With the fünding of~ ~jor 
· . capitalprogram at each LAA. Nevertheless, with the exception of one LAA·at which · 

·· · ·. there is an agreement with the airlines on the.AIF, it is not certain· that AIF revenues 
are dedicated to the. fundiiig .of the particular capital program. · 

• The explicit linkage to capital improvements at the above-referenced LAA is part of . · 
an agreement with.the Air Transport Association of Canada, which essentially . 
involves ·a commitment from the airlines to collect an AIF, but only after a prescribed 
consultation process has been completed. A number of other conditions are attached· 
to tlie collection of the AIF by the airlines: · · . 

· · • · revenues shall only be used to fund a program of major capital projects, 
including associated financing costs, which are related to the primary 

16 A study by the U.S. General AccoUl'lting Office showed that Passeng~ Facility Cbar8es 8ccounted for 
18% of the funding sources for the 71 largest airports hi the United States in 1996. 
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functions of the airport (there is an explicit prohibition against the use ofAIF 
revenues to pay for operating and maintenance costs); 

• the period of construction must be for a minimum of five years and a 
maximum of l 0 years; 

• the total estimated costs of the program must be at least 50% of the aimual 
revenue of the ·airport, · excluding AIF revenues, in the first year of the 
pro gram; 

• the amount of the fee must be either $5, $8 or $10, and is to be adjustedfor. 
inflation every five years; 

• the fee must be discontinued when AIF-funded projects have been completed 
and the associated debt retired. 

• It should be noted, however, that these constraints apply only as long as the airlines 
are collecting the AIF. The LAA could avoid such constraintS by collecting the AIF 
directly from passengers, as is the case at the other LAAs. · 

• AIFS can result in additional administration costs when a new collection method has 
to be established, regardless of whether the AIF is collected directly frotn the · 
passenger or collected by the airlines. · · 

• While Transport Canada has not established an explicit requirement for the LAAs to 
limit the use of A1F revenues to capital projects, the lease formula now in effect at 
two of the LAAs provides financial disincentives (i.e., higher rents) against the · 
generation of AIF revenues in excess of eligible capital expenditures. 

• AIFs are also being introduced by Canadian Airport Authorities. Financial needs 
differ significantly among airports. For some of the smallerCanadian Airport 
Authorities, the A1F may play a key role in ensuring the ongoing viability of the 
airport (i.e., could be required to cover operating and maintenance costs). 

• The absence of a stated relationship between AIFs and particular costs is another 
illustration of the problems in transparency discussed in section 5.8. 

• The use of AIF funds for airside projects means that certain users, who would benefit · 
from improved facilities (i.e., commercial cargo operators, non-commercial aircratl 
operators ), would not be helping to pay for those facilities. Even where funds ·are 
used for passenger-related facilities, there may also be equity issues related to.the 
exemption for connecting passengers, who may contribute to the need for additional 
facilities. Where AIFs are used to produce a substantial amount of upfront financing 
of facilities, there is an issue of intergenerational equity (i.e., how much should 

· today's users pay for facilities that will benefit users in the future?). · 
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5.6.3 Options 

Five basic options in respect of Airport Improvement Fees have been identified in Table 
5.6. These options are quite similar to the four basic options for Economie Oversight. 

• the status quo; 
• guidelines in respect of AIFs, including consultation thereon, the level, the 

· duration, the use of the revenues, the manner of collection, and the degree of 
upfront funding; 

• requirements set out in new legislation/regulations or in amendments to the 
ground lease, dealing with the same issues as in the previous option. The 

· requirement would be accompanied by some practical remedy for non-
compliance; · 

• a requirement for the airlines and ·the LAA to reach a formai agreement on an 
AIF before one is introduced or increased. Given the lack of opportunities for 

· passengers to express their views, it seems likely that such an option would 
involve certain prescribed elements (i.e., to avoid an agreement that might be 
suitable to both the airlines and the LAA, but might contain elements that 
would go against the interests of individual travellers ). Another factor to be 
considered is the strong Dla.rket power that large airlines may possess at 
particular airports. There is also a need to ensure that the interests of one or 
more large airlines do not constrain the LAAs in pursuing development 
projects which are in the best interests of the airport authority and the 
travelling public at large; and 

• requirement for federal government approval of all AIFs, similar to 
arrangements in the United States. 
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Table5.6 
Options re Airport Improvement Fees (AIFs) 

Options Advanta2es Disadvanta2es 
Statusquo. • AIFs have played a key role • the nature of AIFs (i.e., a 

in the financiü success of the charge imposed on 
LAAs passengers, with whom there 

• AIFs appear to have a fair is no practical way to 
level of acceptance l!lDODg consult) removes one of the 
stakeholders key components of self-

regulation (i.e., consultation) 

• lack of transparency (i.e., 
relationship between AIF 
revenues and soecific costs) 

Guidelines on AIFs (e.g., • clear statement of • no formai means to enforce 
consultation, collection methods, performance standards would 
use of revenues, dliration, level, strengthen self-regulation 
degree of upfront funding) • no legislative or lease 

amendment required 

·. R:equirements for AIFs (e.g., • clear statement of • requires legislative action or 
consultation, collection methods; performance standards would reopening of lease 
use of revenues, duration, strengthen self-regulation 
amount, degree ofupfront • means to enforoe compliance 
fundine:) 

. Requirement for LAA to reach • an agreement between • potential for airport 
agreement with airlines airlines and an LAA is development to be 

practical (agreements are in constrained by airline self-
effect at Calgary, Winnipeg interests 
and Kelowna) • care must be taken not to 

• keeps federal govemment . impose restrictions that 
out of enforcement would impair ability of 

smaller airpOrts to achieve 
and maintain viability 

• requires reopening oflease 
or leeislative action 

Requirement for federal gov't • maximum protection for • no longer self-regulation 
approval of AIFs (as in the stakeholders • requires new government 

. United States) • precedent exists in North administrative process · 
America • · federal goveminent 

effectively involved in· 
pricing issues 
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S.7 SUBSIDIARIES 

5.7.1 . Issue Description ·. 
·.,. . ·-. 

Three of the LAAs have established for~profit 8ubsidiaries to engage in a variety of ··. , .. · 
commercial activities in canad!i and/or abloact. White the policy framework allo~ the·.· . 
LAAs to become involved in ancillary activities, it is not clear that the cmrent seope of· · 
silch activitieswould have been anticipated in the design of the LAA model ~ 
govemance structure; No explicit policy framework was established in respect of 
ancill8ry activities. 

' ' 

Ancillary.activities through subsidiaries raise such issues as:. the risk profile of 
· subsidiaries; the.potential for revenue diversion, repatriation of profits, financial .· 

disclosure· andtransparency of information, the govemance of subsimanes; and the ·: 
potential for unfair adyantages to 1RJbsidiaries. . · · · · · · · 

Airlûies have expressed concems about the. risks associated with subsidianes, as ·füiancial 
tosses could fall back on airport users in the form of higher charges~ They see . · 

· 8ubsidiaries as havïng the potential to distract management attention.and to divert airpÔrt: 
funds. They are .also concemed that there is no assurance that any subsidiary profits will • 
tlow back to the parent LAA for the benefit of its stakeholders. The airlines have 
eJ(.J>res.sed a strong .desire to obtain adequate information on subsidiaries, in order tO · 
ensure that there is no cross-subsidization. · 

. In the Public. Survey, collllilunity residents and travellers surveyed were spllt ~ri whether · · · 
LAAs should pursue other business activities. Of those who support such actiVities, ovef 
6 in lO agree with the pursuit of both activities oil the airport and a broader range of 
activitie8. A strorig majority, however, were opposed to the use of airport fundS off the· 
airport. Only abOut 2 in 10 residents stirveyed would support the use of AIF revenues to 
subsidize for.;.profit subsidiaries. Support from travellers is slightly lower. . · 

S. 7.2 Issue Discussion 

• The Canada Co1'/}orations Act provides broad authority for non-share capital 
corporations to eng~ge in ancillary activities17• Alberta's Regional.Airporls 

. Authorities Aci also allows the establishment and operation of subsidiaries. ·The ·. 
purpose clause of the Alberta Act may have the effect of narrowing the scope of 
subsidiary activities (i.e., reference to "geileral benefit of the public of the region"). 

• The Supplementary Principles for the Creation and Qperation of Ll>cal Ahport · 
Authorities (1988) state that an LAA is ''intended to manage and operate a focal. 
· airport system and associated business enterprises". They also provide that ail " ... 
LAA will be free to undertake non-aviation related activities that are compatible with 
the broad soclo-economic interests of the LAA;s adjacent communities and the · · · 
province". · 

17 Section 16(1) of Canada Corporations Act 
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• The LAAs presently have a total of 13 active subsidia:ries. One LAA bas l O · 
8ubsidia:ries, another bas two subsidia:ries, and a third LAA bas one. subsidiary. · 

• These subsidia:ries operate both domestic and international airport and non-airport 
related businesses in the following areas: · . 

• airport management and operational services. Presently, six airports i1'l · . 
Canada and at least four airports abroad are operated·by LAA subsidia.ries; . 

· • . national and international airport marketing and consulting services. Services 
have been provided to tourism authorities and entities outside the air mode; 

• financing and construction ofairport facilities; and _ . _ _ _ 
• new airport-related business ventures, including equity investments made by 

LAA subsidia:ries in airports in Eastern Europe, South America, and the South 
Pacifie. lnvestments of this kind may be necessary, in some cases, tO access. 
contracts for airport management services. - · 

• The current financial status of the for-profit LAA subsidia:ries, and the financial . 
arrangements between the LAAs and their subsidia:ries, are difficult to determine due 
to fragmented and incomplete financial disclosure and transparency. However, it 
would appear that, based on limited · 1997 financial information, subsidia:ries in total 
appear to have- generated around $10 million in revenues, hold over $20 million in 
total assets, and to have recorded a net loss ofunder $500,000. The subsidia:ries 
would appear.to have approximately $17 million in noi:t-interest bearing loans·.wtth no . 
specific terms of repayment outstanding to the not-for-profit parent LAA .. It is not 
lmown whether any of the subsidia:ries have loans from other parties that might · 
contain some form of guarantee by the LAAs. 

• Circumstances appear to be conducive to the creation of additional subsidia:ries in the 
future. Tax incentives, financialtlexibility, the lease structure andlackofsubsi~ 
restrictions may all be. factors. The initial LAA lease is written such that the Crown 
is permitted to collect rents from airport developments and revenues màde on the 
airport site only. LAA off-.airport business ventures are not subject to Crown rent. 
The newer Canadien Airport Authority lease, on the other band, stipulates that the · 
Crown is permitted to collect rents from airport developments and revenues · 
worldwide .. In the case ofLAAs, the movement of parts oftheir non .. core airport 
businesses off-site and the creation of subsidia:ries have allowed them tO shelter 
. certain revenues from the Crown and to develop·financial tlexibilities which are not 
permitted within the CAA structure. These subsidia:ries are "for-profit" and subject to 
income tax. To-date, few subsidia:ries have paid taxes, due to the accumulaied losses 
or tax planning strategies aimed at reducing taxable income. 

• .Other not-for-profit providers of transportation infrastructure are subjectto varying ·. 
degrees of restrictions in respect of an~illary activities. NA V CANADA is free to 
engage in such activities, however, the profits from such activities must be applied 
against NA V CANADA's costs in determining the financial requirements which ·. 
provide the upper limit on charges for civil air navigation services. The Canada Port 
Authorities are intended to be focused on port operations. Only activities necessary 
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to support port operations are to be undertaken (although certain existing activities . 
are grandfathered). Port subsidiaries are only permitted to undertake activities that 

. the federal government approves through an Order-ln'"Council. The port parent is not 
· permitted to provide loans to a subsidiary or to. indemnify a subsidiary. Subsidiaries 
are riot to receive commercial advantages through. the port parent. 

· • · Internationally, it is common for major Europëan airports to operate one or more 
.subsidiaries. The one disiinguishingfeatnre is that the national govettnnents (and 
otherlevels of govermnent)typically have an equity stake fu the airport, providing 

. safeguards for the public interest. For example, Amsterdam AirportSchiphol has a 
··· large number of subsidiaries. Its shareholdets are the national government (76%), the 

City of Amsterdam (22%) and the City of Rotterdam (2%). The British Airports 
Authority (BAA) operatesa number of subsidiaries. In this case, there is no 
government shareholding (apart from onë "golden share"). An element of control 

· over subsidiary activities· exists, however, by way of the CPI minus· X% cap on 
· . aeronautical revenues imposed by the Civil A viâtion Authority, following a review 
· · by the Monopolies and Mergers Commission. This cap would appear to effectively 

prevent the BAAfrom recovering any subsidiary losses from aeronautical users. 
- . . . 

• · .. By contrast, the U.S. and Australia, hâve enactedlegislation to restrict airport 
subsidiaries. In the U.S., the Federa/Aviation Act (FAA) prohibits airport 
subsidiaries from: being established and does not permit airport authority revenues to 
be diverted into subsidiaty activities. In Australia, where major airports are leased to 
for-profit airport companies for 50 yea.fs, the Airports Act 1996 prohibits activities 
·that are not incidental·to the·operation anddevelopment ofthe airport. 

• Bach of the types· of business activities ündertakêli by subsidiaries has a different 
level offinancialrisk. Domestically, LAA financialriskappears to be lower in. 
activities involving airport consulting and marketing and generally higher when . 

. . · subsidiaries are providing direct financfug for companies locating their businesses on 
the airport site. The financial risk appears to be low when one domestic airport 
authority mânages and operates another Canadian airport on a fee for service basis . 

.. Aitport consulting/management services êan be ofsubstantial benefit to smàller 
airports, particularly those airports operated. locally for the first time under NAP. 

• When airport management and corisulting services are provided outside the country, 
. there is ·a gèneral benefit to Canada from the export of high"'.'value Canadian services. 
· However, when C8.tiadian· LAA subsidiaries become involved internationally, there 

can be greater financial risks. In the case of equity participation in international 
. airports, there are· greater risks due to the significant financial commitments required 
and the particular country's economic and political situation .. Cutrency and inflation 
fluctuations, as well as, credit risks represent ongoing risks, though.these can be 

· hedged. · There are also other risks related to foreign projects tied to economic · 
. conditions. The LAAs indicate that, if Canadiari airport subsidiaries are to compete 

successfully in the international marketplace for foreign airport management and 
operational contracts, equity participation (usually in the range of 10 to 20 percent) is 
becoming a required· element of most agreements. · 
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. . . 

• The issue of financial risks would be further complicated if the Can&dian parent . 
airport authority were to indemnify the loan for a subsidiary's equity participation. in . 
foreign airports. In this instance, the financial risk to LAA stakeholders would be 
greater as the parent company would assume full financial responsibility for the.: · 
subsidiary's loan and, in the case of default, would be required to pay the outstanding 
portion of the loan. This situation could potentially lead to an increase iD. Airport 
Improvement Fees (AIFs), landing fees and/or general terminal fees at Can&diaii· 
airports with subsidiary activities. One LAA has stated that it has stn,tctured its 
subsidiaries in a way that the liability to the parent LAA is limited. · -

• With the establishment of airport authority subsidiaries, there appears to be a11 
increased possibility for the diversion of revenues off airport through vehicles such as 
working caJ>ital loans, interest-free loans and other form.s offinancial security. For. · 
example, as previously noted, there already are approximately 17 Iilillion dc;>llars in 
non-interest bearing loans with no specific term.s of repayment. · These loans have 
been mainly in the fonn ofworking capital, but a portion ofthese loans/subsidiary 
profits have been used for equity participation in foreign airports~ These loans a1sO 
contain no 8pecific requirem~ts for the payment of interest or the repaymeilt of ·.· 
principal and may provide an unfair advantage to the subsidiaries vis-a-vis any · 
competitive businesses. 

• Associated with revenue diversion is the issue of repatriation of subsidiary pm~ts. 
LAA users argue that, if they are to bear risks associated with potential subsidiary · · 
losses, they should benefit from profits generated in such activities. There is also an ' 
issue about the repayment of loans provided by parent LAAs. There are already · · · · 
indications that profits earned by a subsidiary have been used to provide :futi<Ung to 
another subsidiary. 

• Revenue diversiOn would be further complicated if any of the subsidiaries were tQ 
have an element of foreign ownership. · 

• A common message emanating from key stakeholders throughout the LAA LeaSe -
Review has been the lack of financial transparency and disclosure of LAAs and their 
subsidiaries. There would appear to be several dimensions to the transparency i~ue 
in respect of subsidiaries. Certainly, there is some information available. 
Consolidated financial statements for the LAAs and Annual Reports provide some · 
information. The information is aggregated, however, and would not appear to 
provide much transparency into second and third level subsidiaries. 

• There may also be an issue in respect of the governance of subsidiaries. The main · 
issue concerns the overlapping of directors of the LAAs and subsidiaries. At one 
LAA, the subsidiary clirectly owned by the LAA has a four-person Board consisting 
of the LAA Chairperson, two other directors and the CEO of the LAA (also a member 
of LAA Board). The LAA Chairperson is also the Chairperson of the subsidiary. 
This subsidiary has subsidiaries of its own; There are no common directors between · 
the fust-line subsidiary and the second-line subsidiaries. At another LAA, the 
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. . . 

subsidiaries have three-member Boards, a11 of whom are members of the LAA Board . 
· ·Thei'e does not appear to be a prohibition .against such practices, per se18• Common 
· dire~tors would appear to provide bo~ potential advantages and disadvantages .. 

• . t>n" ih~ positive si~, decisiO~ in the subsidiaries .çan be made with complete . 
:. under8tanding of the interests of the pareni. As directors of for~profit corporations, 
··the· ficiuciaryresponsibility of the subsidiary directors is to act in the best interests of 
their Corporations. The best interests of a for-profit corporation are normally equated 

. with enhimcing shareholder value. In this case, the shareholder is the LAA. It could 
be argued that the directors of the LAA·are in. the best position to determine the best 
interests of the LAA. · 

• On the negatlve side, there· may be a question as to whether the Board of the parent 
. · · would~exercise as m,uch sciutiny vis-à-vis the subsidiaries, when the Board of the 
· · .. subsidiaries iS made up oftheir LAA Board colleagues, as it would ifthere was less 

ovérlap between· parent and subsidiary Boards. Th(! fact that the Chairperson of the 
subsidiary -is the LAA Chairperson might also have an effect on the level of scrutiny . 

. . Nevertheless; whatever the overlap between the Boards, directors are still required to 
perform reasonable due diligence as a· result of their fiduciary responsibilities. 

·. · • There is an additiollal govemance issue resultfug from the fact that some subsidiaries 
report directly to the Board, by-passing LAA management. · 

. 5.7.3 ·Options_ 

. Four main optlo~. are identified in Table 5.7 in ~spect of subsidiaries: 
• the status quo; 
• guidelines on subsidiary practices could address the scope of 

subsidiary activities, the nature of parent/subsidiary transactions, 
interface between parent and subsidiary Boards~ the distribution of 
subsidiary profits, and the disclosure of Slibsidiary inforination; 

· · · • mandatory requirements for subsidiary. practices, in either an amended 
ground lease, legislationlregulations, or the LAA Letters 
Pàtent/Article8 oflncoipQration; and .· 

• prohibition against subsidiary activities. 

18 Both Directors' Duties. prepared by Osier, H~ & Harcourt and the Regional Airports Authorities 
Regulation (section 21) speak to certainreq~ in respect of common directors for aftiliated 
companies, indicating tbat the practice is not probt"bited per se. · 
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Options 
Statusquo • 

Issue guidelines on subsidiary • 
practices (e.g., scope ofactivities, · 
nature ofparent/subsidiary 
transactions, distn'bution of profits, 
disclosure of information) 
Establish mandatory requirements for • 
subsidiary practices (e.g.~ scojJe of 
activities, nature ofparent/subsidiary . 
transactions, distribution of profits, 
disclosure of information) • 
Prohibit subsidiary activities • 

. 5.8 TRANSPARENCY 

· . .S.8.1 Issue Description 

Table 5.7 · 
Options re Subsidiaries 

Advantaees 
allows LAAs to take full. 
advantage of commercial 
opportunities, which provide 
benefits to other Canadians 
(e.g., provision of expertise to 
small airports, export ofhigh-
value services) 
allows LAAs to pursue 
opportunities, with a clear. 
understanding ofwhat is 
expected ofthem 

allows LAAs to pursue 
opportunities, with a clear 
~derstanding of what.is. 
expected of them 
enforcement mechanism 
available 
removes rislcs to stakeholders 

Disadvanta2es 
• problems have been identified re 

subsidiaries (e.g., transparency 
of information) 

• ready means to address 
problems not available 

• no oversight 

• no enforcement mechanism in 
event of non~liance 

• requires changes in lease, 
Letters Patent/ Articles of 
Incorporation, or legislative 
action 

• would deprive LAAs and other 
Canadians of potential benefits 
( e.g., provision of expertise to 
small airports, export ofhigh-
value services) 

·One of the key elements of a well functioning self.;regulatory model is transparency in 
information and decision-making. In addition, one of the Six Characteristics of Effective 
Govemance developed by the Canadian Comprehensive Auditing Foundation is that 
governing bodies " ... fulfill their accountability obligations to those whose interests they 
represent by reporting on their organization's effectiveness"19• · 

·. A number of the studies undertaken as part of the Lèase Review.Project have identified 
deficiencies in the transparency of the LMs, the most significant of which pertain to the 
provision of cost data in support of user charges and data on ancillary activities through 
subsidiaries, as well as the financial interface between LAAs and their sub~idiaries. 

5.8.2 Issue Discussion 

• Users require information on the costs of airport services to enable them to ma.ke a 
determination of the reasonableness of the charges they are required to pay. 

19 These six cbaracteristics are used in the Govemance study as criteria for the identification of critical 
··issues. 
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• _When the LAAs took over operation of thelr airports, they retained the fee structure -
that had been applied by Transport Canada •. That structure included two major 
aeronautical fees, tan.ding fees and general terminal fees, which historically had been. 
set by _Transport; Canada on-a system-wide, residual basis20• In other woids, there_ . . 
was no. direct relationship between a particular fee at an individual airport-and the 
costs of specitic -faèilities and-services at that airport. · It should be noted that, white·· · -
Transport Canada did not have a detailed cost accaunting system in place, indications 
were _that most of the fees at the LAAs were at less than full cost recovery at thè time 
of transfer; . Many fees · were in a substantial under-recovery position, 

• · In its Pricing J>ractices report, KPMG has indicated that. the LAAs' total fee inci'ea8es 
refl.ect the substantial expansions at ail four airports, and improvements required as a
result of: strong traffic growth, deferrals- of improvements during the period 
proceeding the transfer, the cessation of free police serVices, and the elimination of 
the tinancial tosses incurred by three of the four LAAs under Transport Callada 
operations.- Additlonal revenue initiatives have mainly been in the form of new fees, 
the most signiticant ofwhich is the Airport Improvement Fee (discussed in section 

· 5.6)• In addition to AIFs, the LAAs introduced new fees in the fonn of transborder 
. pre~learance fees, international turnaround fees; coinmon-use facilify fees for check
in counters and other facilities used jointly, and security fees. KPMG has reported 
that only one. oftheLAAs has undertaken.comprehensive casting or cost allocation 

· studies tbat cauld demonstrate the extent of cost recoveries at the airport or its major 
sub-systems21 • Three of the LAAs have stated that they intend to conduct . _ 
comprehensive casting studies in 1999. . -

• The airlines maintaiit tb.at there is inadequate disclosure by the LAAs of mfonnation 
- required to make a detennination of the justification for current aeronautical charging 
levels. 

• As discussed in section 5. 7 .2, thère appear to be gaps- in the information available in· 
respect ofsubsidiaries: The airlines are particularly concerned that there is : 
insufficient information available to them to ensure that there is no cross
subsidization of subsidiaries by core LAA activities. 

- • -In the Key Stakeholder Con.Sultations, the LAAs indicated a belief that they are _ 
making substantial efforts to ensure that airport customers and related stakeholders 
are wellinformed about airport operations and progress in meeting projected service 
levels and tinancial goals. Airlines maintain, however, that insufficient infonnation 
is provided to fullyunderstand the rationale for certain decisions. -

20 The two major aeronautical fees were determined by pooling the costs of the-airpoits in the Interilational 
System and offsetting, against th.ose costs, all other revenues at th.ose airports. ~e two fees were th.en set 
to recaver a part of the "residual" unrecovered costs. The levels of the fees were determined by the target 
cost recovery percentage for the airport system as a whole. _ - · 
21 The only studies were estimations of incremental costs for the pwpose of calculating the four new fees 
noted above (e.g., international turn aroUiid fees). One LAA did a.more detailed study for calculating new 

_ transborder preclearance and international turn around fees. 
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• As noted in section 5.4.2, the Air Transport Association of Canada bas recomlllended 
the development of principles on airport pricing, similar to those established for NA V , 
CANADA. These principles include a requirement for cost transparency. The Civil . 
Air Navigation Services Commercialization Act requires that charges be established . 
in accordance with a methodology that is explicit and published by NAV CANADA~· 
Charges must not generate revenues in excess of financial requirements in relation to 
the provision of civil air navigation services. Ail profits eamed from actlvities other . . 
than the provision of civil air navigation services must be taken into account.iil' · 
determining these financial requirements. NAV CANADA is also required to make · 
available a document containing details on proposais to introduce or revise charges. 
This document inust include a justification for the propo~als in relation to the · 
prescribed charging principles. · 

• The Inteniational Air Transport Association has also expressed concem about a iack 
of transparency. They have commented that requests for informatioo are of:len seen .. 
by the LAAs as being an "intrusion". · · 

• There appears to be less of an issue of transparency with respect to information 
proVided to the nominating entities ·and the general public. The LAAs appear to matre 
substantial efforts to keep both groups iiiformed. The information needs of 
nominating entities and the general public are, however, quite different than the rieeds . 

· of \isers paying airport charges. · · 

• To date, there has been no indication of concerns on the part of LAA noniinaÜng .·· 
bodies with the transparency of information. There is a mandated requirement for an 
annual meeting of the LAA with nominating bodies. At least one LAA holds suèh · 
meetings on a· quarterly basis. In addition, althougb nominating bodies are not 
entitled to receive confidential information from a director that they nominate, they 
do have access to obtain information that is in the public domain. The LAAs have · 
indicated that they place a special emphasis on meeting the needs of nominating . 
bodies. · · 

• The general public seems fairly satisfied with the information available·to it. Tiiere 
are a variety of sources of iiiformation available to the public, including the annual. 
general meeting, annual reports, web-sites and newsletters. The Public Survey 
revealed that, although only a smalt percentage of community residents · appear to 
have availed themselves of the various opportunities to obtain airport information, 
overall, community residents feel that they are at leàst somewhat well informed 
about their airport(s). At three of the LAAs, at least two•thirds of the respondents 
indi.cated that they are either very well informed or somewhat well informed about 

. the airport; However, only a little over one-third of the residellts sùiveyed for the 
remaining LAA indicated that they were at least· somewhat well informed. 
Community residents at the first three LAAs were roughly split on whether they 
wanted more information, white roughly 6 in 10 indicated a desire to receive more 
information at the remaining LAA ( overall, only 5% of respondents said they wanted 
less information). · 
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. . . 

• ·In its ·report on Governance; Consulting and Audit.Canada concluded that there are · 
.. signffiçallt transparency problem8. /\S a m,inllnum, a need for transparency 
· improvemeilts 'wa8 seen in respect. of the ju8tit;icationfor airport chafges, principles to 
link charges to costs, cQnsultation guidelines, pçrformance indicators, five-year· 

.:· petforµuutce reVfews, and cori>orate firuulcial rql9rting. . . 
 ;': 

e .:LAA attitudes towards discfosure are also intluenced by their attiiudeson where.they 
. 'sit..oir a spec1Î1lm of private and public sector entities. Entities seeing themselves 

· more on the pri,vate seCtor end of the spectrw:D. app~ to have a tendency to see the 
·.· .·:. J:'eqllireinents for dis.clom, in IJ:lore limited tennS. .· · · · 

·. • . Inteniation&tly, of four countries surveyed (i.e~, Atistraiia, New Zealand, United 
Kingdom and United States), a11 have establishedlegislative or regulatory 

·. requirements for tr~arency/disclosure of infonnation. ln addition, the United 
.. s~tës ·and N.ew Zealand have ex.plicit requirements in terms of consultation. For 
' ·e:Xample, in New Zealand airport companies are reqUired to consult wtth every 

"substantial customer"22 before introducing or revising a charge, including a charge 
. payable directly by passengers, or Within 5 years of b,aving• introduced or revised a 

. " .: chà.rge (i.e., apparently to deal Wlth situations where over-recovery may result from 
. '. traffic· growth, withoufincreases in charging unit rates). Airp.orts over· a specified 
. finaÎlcial .threshold nwst not approve capital eXpendituœs, which over a five.year 

period would be equal to or greater than 20% of the value of 1:he airport assets at the 
 · beginning of the period, uniess every substantial custOmer bas been consulted on 

.. thoi;e expenditures, . In addition, the legislation authorizes regulations in respect of 
the disclosure Qf certam types of infonnatloJL · '.11le ·provision. exists for :fiilallcial 
. penâlties for nori-compliance With. such regulations (i.e., maximum fine of200,000 
· NZ$, plùs a maximum of 10,000 NZ$ for each continuing. day of non-compliance). 

.. . . . . . . . '·' . . 
. . . 

·. '5.8.3_ .. 'Options 

There would appear to be thrCe basic options concerning transparency: 
• · status quo; . 
• explicit guidelines for improved transparency; 
• mandatory requirements, set out in legislation/regulations or in an amended 

groun.d lea,se. · · ·· 

·' .·. ~-

The main advantages m.d disadvantages of thèse options are prësented in Table 5.8. 
Whethèr established as guidelines or as requireulents~. the following areas ·would appear 
to have relevance .to the issue of tratÎsparency: ... : . . . . 

. ·• jtlstification for airport çharges. This .condition could. include a requirement 
for an LAA to develop an explicit statement of a consistent methodology. for 
the determination of charges and to make certain kinds of infonnation. 
available to users to demonstrate that the· charges are in a.ccordance with .the 

· . methodology;. . . · 

22 A "substantial cus19mer" is defined as any person who paid more than 5% of the charges in respect of a 
particular activity. 
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• consultations ( e.g., matters to be consulted on, minimum time frames); 
• five-year performance reviews. Guidelines/requirements could address both 

content and process. From a content perspective, areas of required 
investigation could be specified ( e~g., review of subsidiary activities, 
prescribed performai:tce indicators ). From a process standpoint, transparency 
would be improved if ail stakeholders had access to the results of the review. 
At present, only nominating entities and Transport Canada have access to the 
results of the reviews at two of the LAAs; 

• performance indicators. At least two of the LAAs have indicated that they are 
working to develop a set of performance indicators that could be helpful in 
giving greater transparency to the LAA's accomplishments in the area of cost 
effi.ciency. While differences among airports are likely to make inter-airport 
comparisons difficult, trends within a given airport should be meaningful; 

• · corpoiate financial reporting; 
• requirement for, and contents of, web-site. Ail of the LAAs have their own 

web-sites. The contents vary among LAAs. At present, LAAs are required, 
as a condition of the ground lease, to make certain information available to 
any person who asks to see such information at the LAA's head office. Such 
information includes ( additional items are included for LAAs subject to the 
Public Accountability Principles for Canadian Airport Authorities and the 
Alberta legislation): 

• current Airport Master Plan; 
• current annual expenditure plan for a five-year period; 
• most recent and previous annual financial statements and 

accompanying auditor's reports of "the Tenant and of each of its 
subsidiaries and of each corporation whose accounts are consolidated 
in the Tenant's financial statements"; 

• five inost recent annual reports; and 
• articles of incorporation and by-laws. 

This information could be made available through the web-site; and 
• reporting on subsidiary activities and financial relationship with the LAA . 
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Table S.~ 
Optio_ns re Transparency . 

_Op~CtnS ... Advantages Dl$advantages 
·. 

StatusQuo • n9twithstanding_ deficiencies in . .. no .clear st8odafds for· 
transparency, current model bas acceptable/~ praetices. · · 
perfonned well overall • . no formai ineans to.deal With. 

transparency prob(ems . 

GUidelines (in respect of .. • consistent with intended spirit· .. ilo fortnal means to deal with· 
justifü:ation for aîrport charges, · . of se1f•iegulation · problems, should thêr pers~ 
coilsultation; performance .. . • • clear statements of performance· 

. indieators, fiye-year standards strengthen self-
perf'onmuïée l'èViews, cotjJOrate regulation 
:finaneial reporting, requirement 
.for i!n4 e!>lltents of we~site,' : 
reportlng on subsidiar)r · · 
activities and finanêial 
relatibnship .withLAA) 

... 

RequirementS (in,respect of • ability tQ.enforee, significantly • new. or. amendedlegislation, or 
: justitiè:ation for aiipoit charges, strengthens·self-regulation. amendmenUo groundl~ 

consultation, performance requited. 
indicaton, five-year 
performancie reviews, corporate 
tinaneial reportiilg, reporling 
on sUbsidiary aêtivities-and .. . . 

financiQ.1 relationship with 
LAA) 

5.9 .FEDERAL INCOME TAX 

5.9.1. Issue Description 
. . . . . 

With the objeCtlve of assistlng the financial viability of newly-fotmed LAAS, a legistaied ·. 
exemption from federal income tax was provided in the Airport Transfer (MiScellaneous' 

· Matters)Act (1992). The Act states that an airport authority, which would include LAAs 
and Canadian Airport Authorities, would be exempt from federal-income taxon income 
derived from an "airPort business", provided that the corporation does not distribute any 
income or capital for the benefit of any member of the corporation and all, or- .. · · · 
substantially ail, of the gross revenue of the corporation was eamed from an airport 
business. · · · 

In 1992, LAAs were pioneers in alternative service delivery. There was no precedent for:· .. 
commercializing a goveinment fonction into not-for~profit organizations. As there wa8 

. very little historical information (no financial track record as a corporation) and the LAA 
model was unique, there \Vas a lot of uncertainty as to whether LAAs would be 
financially viable. Confusion with regard to the tax status of the LAAs.added to concerns 
about financeability; · As a result, extra certainty in respect of taxation (through specific . · 
legislation) was deemed necessary. · 
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5.9;2 Issue Discussion 

• The lricome Tax Act exempts not-for-profit organizations from taxation, provided that 
they act in accordance with their stated not-for-profit goals and mandate (prescribed 

. in constating documents such as articles of incorporation/letters patent and by-laws ). 

• As discussed in previous sections, concerns about the financeability of the LAAs are 
no longer applicable. The LAAs have strong market power and are·financially viable 
over the Short, medium and long term. LAAs have established a positive financial 
track record and the financial community has developed a high degree of comfort 
with these entities. 

• Since the creation of the LAAs, government policy and thinking has evolved on not
for-profit organizations. More recent transportation entities are a reflection ofthese 
new policies. Transport Canada has commercialized other transportation functions, 
and transferred these to non-share capitaVnot-for-profit organizations ( e.g., NA V 

. CANADA, Canada Port Authorities, etc). Neither NAV CANADA, the Canada Port 
Authorities, nor the St .. Lawrence Seaway Management Corporation (SLSMC) have 
an explicit exemption from federal income tax. NA V CANADA has not been subject 
to income tax, based on interpretations by Revenue Canada. Canada Port Authorities 
and the SLSMC are not expected to be taxable, based on such interpretations. 

• Explicit exemptions covered by a piece of legislation other than the Income Tax Act 
are generally not considered to represent good tax policy. In the case of the LAAs, 
the legislated exemption has the potential to influence their behaviour in the opposite 
direction of the stated not-for-profit mandate, by removingRevenue Canada's 
authority to check on the not-for-profit behaviour of the LAAs. In the absence of the 
legislated exemption, the determination of whether an LAA is operated in accordance 
with its not-for-profit purposes would be made by Revenue Canada. 

• · Removal of the legislated exemption would: 
• not alter the not-for-profit status of the LAAs. The LAAs would retain this 

status as long as they continued to act in accordance with their not-for-profit 
objectives; 

• allow the LAAs to make ''profits", and still remain exempt from the payment 
ofincome tax, aslong as such funds were reinvested in the not-for-profit 
organization. The LAAs could al$o build up capital reserves without 
incurring tax, provided that the reserves were used for capital purposes; 

• not restrict the pursuit of ancillary activities through subsidiaries. LAAs 
could have as many for-profit subsidiaries as they wanted. The tax status of 
the subsidiaries is not relevant to the tax status of the parent LAA. However, 
the nature of the transactions between the parent and the subsidiary would be 
relevant. The LAAs would have to pay attention to this arrangement to ensure 
the continuation of their tax-exempt status, given the non-arms' length 
relationship between the not-for-profit parents and the for-profit subsidiaries; 
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• treat the LAAs the sa.me as ail other not-for-profit providers of transportation. 
infrastructure; and 

• give Revenue Canada the check and balance role over airports, arole that it 
. now has in respect of ail other not-for-profit corporations in Canada. 

5.9.3 . Options 

Table.5.9.1 examines the main advantages and disadvantages.oftwo options ~respect of 
fedem income tax: · · 

• the status quo (oontinued explicit exemption); and 
• removal of explicit exemption. 

Table5.9 
Options re Explicit Exemption from Federal Income Tax 

Options Advantages Disadvantages 

Status quo (i.e.,. continued • legislated certainty of tax • potentiàl for unintended 
explicit exemption) . exemption effect on LAA behaviour 

• original rationale no 
longer applicable (i.e., not 
required for 
fuianceability) 

• inconsistent with 
treatment of otber n.ot-foi;-
profit providers of 
t:ranSportation 
infrastructure 

• element of system of 
checks and balances is 
missing (no role for 
Revenue Canada) 

E1imination of explicit • no change in taxable status • none apparent 
exemption (i;e., recurrent . ofLAAs 
interpretation by Revenue • consistent with treatment 
Canada) of other not-for-profit 

providers of transportation 
. infrastructure 

• ·would provide an 
additional element to 
system of checks and 
balances (i.e.; ongoing 
incentive to act in a not-
for-orofitmanner) 
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5.1() GROUND LEASE 

5.10.1 Issue Description 

The ground 1ease defines the contractual arrangements between the LAA and Transport 
Canada for the lease of the Demised Premises which consist of the airport land&, · 
buildings, machinery and equipment at the time of the transfer. 

The ground lease establishes all aspects of the commercial landlord/tenant relationship. 
While the ground lease is primarily a commercial agreement, it is not exclusively so. It 
also addresses a number of matters of a govemance nature. 

The ground lease is a complex document, which extends to over 300 pages~ The LAAs 
have criticized the ground lease as being complex, thereby creating a substantial · · 
administrative burden. Much of the criticism relates to the rentai formula which is 
discussed separately in section 5.5. 

Finally, the lack of moderate enforcement levers available to Transport Canada in the 
ground lease is an important issue as the only formai enforcement levers are notices of 
non-compliance and/or default. · 

5 .10.2 Issue Discussion 

• A standard ground lease was used for each LAA. The only differences are ui·~spect . 
of the specific rental formulae, any provisions to deal with airport-specific · 
circumstances (e.g., bridges and dykes at Vancouver International Airport}, and a 

· relatively small number of minor variations in wording23• · · . · 

• While the ground lease is primarily a commercial agreement, it also ad.dresses a 
number of matters of a governance nature in Article 9, Corporate Matters, including: 

• desired skills for Board members; 
• requirement for conflict-of-interest rules for Board members; 
• requirement for Ministerial approval to change instruments of. 

incorporation iri respect of not-for-profit status, composition of Board, and 
process for appointment to Board;· 

• requirement for annual public meeting and specitication of certain ·. 
characteristics for such meetings; · · · 

• requirement for an independent performance review every five years, to be 
conducted by an independent expert retained by the LAA; and .· 

• specification of material to be made available to any person at the LAA's 
head office. 

23 Certain other differences of a govemance nature are to be found in the amended ground · leases for 
Calgary and Edmonton as a result oftheir partial adoption of the Public Accountability Principles for 
Canadian Airport Authorities. 
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• Certain requirements of a commercial nature may also contribute to govemance. For 
example, requirementS for the LAA to manage, operate and niaintain the airport "in 
.an up-to-date and reputable manner befitting a First Class Facility and a Major 
International Airport" serve to safeguard the Minister's interests both as a landlord 
and as ·the protector of the public interest in respect of the provision of an adequate 

· nationaI transportation system. · · 

• Transport Canada actively monitors and enforces the rentai provisions of the lease. 
The lever for enforcement is financial, and comes in the form of interest payable on 

· .. · overdue ·~ insufficient rentai payments. 

• The Department bas expended less effort in the monitonng of the non-rentai 
provisions of the lease. CQnsultants conducting the studies on Environmental 

. Stewardship and·Asset Maintenance both observed that Transport Canada was not 
monitôring the terms of the ground le&Se in these areas, as should. a prudent landlord. 

· Another e:xalnpie is to be found in respect of follow up tO the submission of the five
year Performance Reviews. Two of the four LAAs were over a year late in 
submitting their reviews to Transport Canada. Departmental follow-up on this 

· ·. non-conipliance was· 11ot vigorous. 

• Apart from the financial levers available in respect of rent, the only formai 
enforcement lever24 available to the Department is termination of the lease arising 
from an event of default. The ground lease establishes the conditions un.der which an 
.LAA would be considered to be in default ofthe.terms of the lease. For example, an 
LAA which failed to observe any of the covenants, conditions or provisions of the 
ground leasè, and which did not resume .compliance within a prescribed period after 
receiving a Notice ofNon-Performance, would be in default of the lease. 

• The ground lease sets out a process, which starts with a breach of the lease and ends 
with the termination of the lease, if the breach is not remedied. This process was 
designed; not with a view to cancellation of the lease, but rather with a view to 
creating incentives and opportunities for the 1..AA to remedy the problem. For 

· example, when an event of default bas occurred, a Notice of Non-Performance is to 
be delivered to the LAA, with a copy to the LAA's lenders. This step was intended to 
bring the influence of the financial community tO bear on resolution of the problem. 
The expectation is that a lender in receipt of such a notice would apply immediate 
pressure on the LAA for resolution of the matter. The lease also allows Transport 
Canada to fix the problem, at the expeliSe of the LAA. 

• While the process following from an event of default does provide some incentives 
·and opportunities for breaches of the ground lease to be remedied; the significance of 
the process may be a deterrent to Transport Canada's monitoring and enforcement of 
less significant conditions of the lease. Transport Canada bas never issued a Notice 

24 Certain provisions of the lease might be considered to be in the nature of a remedy, but would not 
constitute an enforcement lever. For example, the lease imposes an obligation on the LAA to pay taxes. In 
the. event that the LAA does not comply, the lease gives Transport Canada the right to pay the taxes and 
recover those costs, plus interest, from the LAA as Additional Rent. 
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of Non-Performance. 

• The ground.Iease appears to have certain drawbacks as an instrument of governance. 
In the event ofrequired changes, modifications are difficultto implement because 
they require agreement froni the LAAs. Thtis, · from a practical perspective, the lease 
is a contractually cumbersome document that requires significant buy in and effort 
· before it ean be altered. 

. 5.10.3 Qptions 

This section will present, and brietly examine, options in respect of remedies or 
enforcement levers in the ground lease. There appear to .be three main options: 

· • · the status quo; . 
• · carrent ground lease, with more active monitoring and enforcement; and 
• introduction of practical intermediate enforcement levers and remedies, 

accompanied by increased monitoring activities by Transport Canada. 

·· . Sorne form of financial penalty could be considered as an enforcement lever. The 
financial penalties (i.e., interest) that follow from overdue and insufficient rentai 
payments would appear to be achieving their purpose. The amount of penalties for non

. rentai breaches of the lease could be structured to be commensurate with the,seyerity of 
· the breach. Penalties could be structured as an amount per occurrence, plus an amount · 
. per day for continuing non-compliance. Penalties could be paid as Additional Rent, an 
· existing category ofrent. It is acknowledged that there.is a difference between the use of 
financial penalties for breaches of the rentai provisions and breaches of non-rentai 

· provisions. In the case of the former,the penalty provides a financial solution to a 
· financial problem. In the case of the latter, the problem would generally not be financial . 

.. It is also recognized that any financial penalty ultimately falls back on the users that pay 
the airport's charges. · 

As noted in section S.8.2, there is an interrui.tional precedent for the use of financial 
penalties as a lever for compliance or an enforcement mèchanism for non-compliance. 
For example, legislation in New Zealand provides for the establishment of regulations to 

. impose financial penalties for non-compliance in respect of disclosure of certain 
information. 

Table 5.10 presents the abovè-mentioned three options and notes the main advantages · 
and disadvantages of each. 
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·.··· 

TableS.10 
Options re Enforcement Levers and Remedies în Ground Lease . 

Options' 

Status quo 

Cuttent ground lease witb: 
more ,active moriitoring and 
enforcement · · · · · 

IIi.troduction ofpraCticliil: · ·. 
intermediate levers .and 
remedies (e~g., financial .• : 
penalties) · 

6.0 NEXT STEPS. 

Advantages. 

• · breaches of lease not 
material, so f'ar 

• · process associated with 
an event of default 
provides·.some incentives 

· and opportunities for . · 
. . breachès to be remedied 

•· . takes:~vantagè of· 
· · · existihg provisions in 

lease · 

• existence of practical 
· remedies provides · 
incentivefor greatef· 
compliance with lease, . 
and the means to enforce 
in event of non-. 
com liance 

···'.· 

• only enforcei:nentleveis 
are nOtices of non- ... 
compliall~e atid/or · • 
default · · · 

. • severiiy of lev~ may . ~ . 
serve as deterrelitto ; · 
monÏtoringa.tid. . , 
enforcement·(}f 1ess: . · 
significant bièaChes 

• certaiii intermediate 
breaches niay .occur as a 
result of the lack of 
monitoring and 

·· · intetmediate rëmedies 
• · there may still be 
. reluctance to·comnteD:ce 

defaultprocess forless · 
: . si · cant breaches · 

• ·· few option& iiave:1'een .. 
. idCntified to-date· .· ... : . . ... 

The final stage of th~ consultation process with LAAs and kèy stabholœrs" üivoives: 
. discussions on a consolidation ofthe high level policy issues that Transport Canada sees 
as :emerging from the Lease Review Project. The present paper bas been d.rafted for the 
purpose of serving as the startiÏlg point for such "wrap-up" consùltations. In this regard, · 
it seeks to identify the main high.level issues, provide a diseussion on each· issue, identify 
basic optiomi, and. assess the principal advantages and disadvantages. of such options .. 

. While stakeholders have the. opportunity to comment on any aspect of the Lease Rèview· ·. 
Project, this next stage of consultations will attempt to focus attention on the following 
questions: · ' 

· • . have ail the key issues been identified, and have they béen properly 
· expressed; · 

• has a reasonable range of options been identified; ·and 
• · have the identified options been appropriately assessed. 
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